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Preface

The Committee on Science Educa-
tion K-12 (COSE K-12) is a group of
volunteer advisors within the National
Research Council’s (NRC) Center for
Education (CFE).  Since the publica-
tion of the National Science Education
Standards (the Standards) in 1996, an
important part of the mission of COSE
K-12 has been to monitor and analyze
the application and impact of the
Standards on the practices, programs,
and policies of American science
education.  The Standards were
developed over the course of four
years, involving tens of thousands of
educators and scientists in extensive
comment and review.  The resultant
standards offered advice to be applied
voluntarily by educators and
policymakers persuaded by the vision
of effective science education for all
students and by the credibility of the
authors and the processes used to
reach consensus.  It became apparent
to the members of COSE K-12 that the
necessarily broad, visionary nature of
the Standards did not provide suffi-

cient guidance or develop a suffi-
ciently deep understanding of key
topics needed for implementation.

The highest priority topics requir-
ing more detail and guidance were
identified as:

• scientific inquiry as content as
well as an approach to teaching
science,

• assessment by teachers and the
students to improve learning,

• the place for technology in the
science curriculum,

• selection and identification of
effective instructional materials
aligned with standards, and

• development of a coherent
science program for 13 years of
schooling.

For each topic, a group of experts
was convened with an appropriate
balance of viewpoint, experience, and
expertise in the research base.  Each
group was charged to develop a
publication that developed a deeper

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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understanding of the topic, compiled
and analyzed research and resources,
and provided guidance for implemen-
tation through programs and policies
at the local level.

This volume addresses the second
point and joins a series published
within the last two years including:
Inquiry and the National Science
Education Standards (NRC, 2000),
Selecting Instructional Materials:  A
Guide for K-12 Science (NRC, 1999),
and Designing Mathematics or Science
Curriculum Programs:  A Guide for
Using Mathematics and Science
Education Standards (NRC, 1999).
COSE K-12 also developed a guide for
parents and other community mem-
bers entitled Every Child a Scientist:
Achieving Scientific Literacy for All
(NRC, 1998), which was concerned
with the improvement of science
education and addressed common
questions, as well as promoted in-
formed local action.  These and all
publications of the National Academy
Press are available on the Internet at
http://www.nap.edu.

The committee would like to thank
several people for the significant help
they provided in the preparation of
this report.  At the project’s concep-
tion, Rodger Bybee was Executive
Director of the Center for Science,
Mathematics, and Engineering Educa-
tion (CSMEE) at the National Re-
search Council.  Susan Loucks-
Horsley was program officer for COSE
K-12.  Both were enthusiastic about

the project and swiftly identified and
allocated the resources that would
make the report a reality.  Susan died
tragically before the project’s comple-
tion.  We would like to believe that she
would be pleased by this report’s
emphasis on the centrality of teacher
professional development in improv-
ing assessment in the classroom.

Jane Butler Kahle, Chair of COSE
K-12 when the project was approved,
was instrumental in choosing the
focus on assessment in the classroom
as a priority for the committee.  Kathy
Comfort, Carolyn Ray, and Rachel
Wood were active participants in the
deliberations about the main emphasis
of the document and its organization.
All three provided many of the ex-
amples that appear throughout the
document.  On behalf of the NRC, Jan
Tuomi assumed the administrative
reins for COSE K-12 about half way
through the project.  She expertly
helped to bring it to a conclusion, and,
in particular, shepherded the manu-
script skillfully through the complex
and exacting NRC review procedure.
Others who made significant contribu-
tions included Doug Sprunger, the
COSE K-12 senior administrative
associate, and Kirsten Sampson
Snyder, CFE Reports Officer.

This report has been reviewed in
draft form by individuals chosen for
their diverse perspectives and techni-
cal expertise, in accordance with
procedures approved by the NRC’s
Report Review Committee.  The

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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purpose of this independent review is
to provide candid and critical com-
ments that will assist the institution in
making its published report as sound
as possible and to ensure that the
report meets institutional standards
for objectivity, evidence, and respon-
siveness to the study charge.  The
review comments and draft manu-
script remain confidential to protect
the integrity of the deliberative pro-
cess.  We wish to thank the following
individuals for their review of this
report:  Jerry A. Bell, American
Chemical Society, Washington, DC;
Lloyd Bond, University of North
Carolina, Greensboro; Lucy
Eubanks, Clemson University; Senta
Raizen, National Center for Improv-
ing Science Education, Washington,
DC; Lorrie A. Shepard, University of
Colorado, Boulder; Stephen G.
Sireci, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst; Richard Stiggins, Assess-
ment Training Institute, Portland, OR;
Steven Weinberg, Connecticut State
Department of Education; and Grant

Wiggins, Learning by Design,
Pennington, NJ.

Although the reviewers listed above
have provided many constructive
comments and suggestions, they were
not asked to endorse the conclusions
or recommendations nor did they see
the final draft of the report before its
release.  The review of this report was
overseen by Barbara Means of SRI
International, Menlo Park, CA.  She
was responsible for making certain
that an independent examination of
this report was carried out in accor-
dance with institutional procedures
and that all review comments were
carefully considered.  Responsibility
for the final content of this report rests
entirely with the authoring committee
and the institution.

Sincerely,

J. Myron Atkin
Chair

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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Executive Summary

Assessment is a ubiquitous part of
classroom life.  Most exchanges
between teacher and students are an
occasion for considering the quality of
student work.  Often informal, assess-
ment is a natural feature of teaching
and learning whether or not it is so
identified by teachers or students.  A
careful look at any classroom offers
evidence of the intimate connection
between teaching and assessment.  It
is at times difficult to separate the two.

In addition to the appraisals that are
integrated into almost every teaching
situation, there are the more formal
assessments that also are part of
ongoing classroom life and that most
people think of first when asked about
assessment: written or oral weekly
quizzes, end-of-semester examina-
tions, portfolios, and comments and
grades on homework assignments.  All
these types of classroom assessment,
the relatively formal and the less
formal, are seen around the world as
teachers work with students and as
students work with each other.

Highlights of the findings in this
report include the following:

• Research shows that regular and
high-quality assessment in the class-
room can have a positive effect on
student achievement.

• The information generated must
be used to inform the teacher and/or
the students in deciding the next step.
The results provide effective assess-
ment to improve learning and teaching.

• Student participation is a key
component of successful assessment
strategies at every step.  If students
are to participate effectively in the
process, they need to be clear about
the target and the criteria for good
work, to assess their own efforts in
light of the criteria, and to share
responsibility in taking action in
light of the feedback.

• Teachers need time and assis-
tance in developing accurate and
dependable assessments.  Much of
this assistance can be provided by
creating settings in which teachers

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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have opportunities to talk with one
another about the quality of student
work.

• The essential support for teach-
ers (for example, time and opportuni-
ties to work with other teachers) can
be created at the school level, but
sometimes district and state-level
resources are necessary.

• It is necessary to align assess-
ment in the classroom with externally
developed examinations, if the goals of
science education are to be consistent
and not confuse both teachers and
students.  At the very least, external
examinations must not vitiate the
goals of science education that are
proffered in the National Science
Education Standards (the Standards)
(National Research Council [NRC],
1996).

Although this report focuses on
classroom assessments, these are not
the only types of assessment that
occur in the lives of students in school.
To many, they are not even the most
important ones.  Much of the public
attention to assessment is linked to
the large-scale, standardized examina-
tions that are developed, and usually
scored, outside the classroom.  These
include state- or district-mandated
tests, Advanced Placement examina-
tions, the Scholastic Achievement Test
(SAT) and SAT II, the American
College Testing Program (ACT), and
less frequently, national and interna-
tional tests, such as National Assess-

ment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
and Third International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS).  These
types of assessments occur much less
frequently—often once a school year–
and usually serve different purposes
than the ongoing assessments made
on a continuing basis by students and
teachers.

Each of these assessments is
important—those that occur in daily
classroom interactions among teach-
ers and students, those set by teachers
at the end of a particular phase in the
work, and those developed and
administered by external agencies.
Together, they serve multiple pur-
poses: to help students learn, to
illustrate and articulate the standards
for quality work, to inform teaching, to
guide curriculum selection, to monitor
programs, to provide a basis for
reporting concrete accomplishments
to interested parties, for accountabil-
ity, among others.  No one assessment
serves or can serve all the possible or
desired aims of gauging students’
knowledge and abilities, understand-
ing the nature of their thinking, and
supporting their learning.

This report was conceived as an
addendum to the Standards (NRC,
1996).  In December 1995, the Stan-
dards were released as the result of an
effort that began in 1991.  At that time,
the President of the National Science
Teachers Association (NSTA) and
leaders from several other groups
approached the Chairman of the

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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National Research Council (NRC) with
the request that the NRC coordinate
the development of national standards
for science education.  For the next
four years, committees of teachers,
scientists, administrators, and teacher
educators worked together to produce
drafts of the Standards, which were
then released for extensive review and
comment.  The result was a document
that offers a broad vision for science
education, including standards for
teaching, professional development,
assessment, content, programs, and
systems.

Although the Standards emphasize
large-scale external testing and
assessment as well as the types of
assessment that occur regularly in the
classroom, this document takes a
closer look at the ongoing assess-
ment that occurs each day in
classrooms between teachers and
students.  The discussion encom-
passes a notion of assessment broader
than testing; includes all of the activi-
ties for a student to reflect on and
demonstrate their understandings,
skills, and growth by describing the
purposes they serve (and might
serve); and illustrates how such
assessments look in actual class-
rooms. There is research-based
evidence that attention to this ongoing
form of assessment, particularly
formative assessment, is beneficial for
student learning; and a framework for
improving daily classroom assessment
lays the foundation for what follows.

The relationships between the
assessment that teachers and students
do daily and the summative assess-
ments that often drive curriculum,
instruction, and assessment are
examined and discussed.  Examples
are provided of how these classroom
assessments can be integrated into a
comprehensive system of assessment,
including externally developed stan-
dardized tests, both to improve the
quality of student work and to make
sounder and more complete judgments
about student accomplishments.

Finally, the document outlines some
challenges to the entire educational
system for teachers to be able to
conduct the types of assessments in
their own classrooms that result in
students reaching the higher stan-
dards for learning and assessment
proffered in the Standards.

ORGANIZATION OF
THE REPORT

In preparation of this document, the
goals set forth by the Committee on
Science Education (COSE K-12) were to:

• articulate a research-based
rationale for helping teachers improve
classroom assessment;

• clarify the concept of effective
classroom assessment;

• provide illustrations and guides
to development and selection of
assessment processes and tools;

• assist teacher educators and staff

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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developers who will include assess-
ment in their work with prospective
and practicing teachers; and

• address issues that school and
district decision makers face in their
efforts to improve classroom assess-
ment.

In response to this charge, this
document is organized around six
chapters:

■ Chapter 1, An Introduction to
Assessment in the Science Classroom,
broadly outlines the rationale for the
content covered in the guide. This
chapter also lays the groundwork for
serious attention to the types of
assessment teachers and their stu-
dents perform daily and their direct
effect on improving learning.

■ Chapter 2, The Case for Strength-
ening Assessment in the Science
Classroom, provides a research base
for the importance of understanding
and improving the type of assessment
in the classroom that improves learn-
ing and pays particular attention to the
notion of formative assessment.
Chapters 2 and 3 may be especially
useful for classroom teachers as a
guide for examining their practice.

■ Chapter 3, Assessment in the
Classroom, takes a closer look at the
roles and responsibilities of teachers
and students in improving assessment
and offers a guiding framework for
thinking about formative assessment.

Chapters 3 and 5 relate directly to
responsibilities of people in policy
positions at school district, state, and
national levels and, in particular, those
who make decisions about the spec-
trum of assessment tools to be em-
ployed for accountability, for certifying
student accomplishment, and for the
improvement of teaching and learning.

■ Chapter 4, The Relationship
between Formative and Summative
Assessment—In the Classroom and
Beyond, addresses the tensions
inherent in the different purposes and
roles that teachers play in assessment
and offers suggestions for how these
tensions can be mitigated.  In addition
to teachers and administrators,
professional-development specialists
and teacher educators may want to
focus on this chapter.

■ Chapter 5, Professional Develop-
ment, considers and illustrates the
potential richness of the professional
development of teachers when assess-
ment is the cornerstone and suggests
some features to consider when
designing professional-development
experiences.

■ Chapter 6, Beyond the Class-
room—System-Level Supports,
proposes how programs and systems
can support teachers and students in
improving the classroom assessments
to develop learning.  Parents and
community members also may be
interested in this discussion about the
broader system level.

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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The document features a few
vignettes of classroom activity
wherein students and teachers are
engaged in assessment.  These
vignettes are based on actual class-
room experiences witnessed by
committee members and other con-
tributors to the report.  The vignettes
serve to illustrate key ideas in the text,
not to represent idealized classroom
scenarios.

We hope that Classroom Assessment
and the National Science Education
Standards will be used by a variety of
people with responsibility for improv-

ing science education.  Although we
recommend reading the entire docu-
ment, we acknowledge that particular
chapters may speak to, or are more
relevant for, particular audiences.
Thus, throughout the document,
sidebars indicate to the reader the
particular audience for whom the
material within a chapter or section
may be particularly relevant.  Within
chapters, readers will find references
to examples and points made in other
chapters. We also believe parents will
find these chapters of special interest.

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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1
An Introduction to
Assessment in the
Science Classroom

This report elaborates on the
Standards by providing a guide to
optimize the ongoing activity in the
science classroom that engages both
teachers and students in making
judgments about the students’ quality
of work and designing the necessary
steps for improvement.  This kind of
assessment is universally present in
schools and is a natural part of both
teaching and learning.  It is usually
evidenced several times each hour as
teachers and students ask questions,
report on their assignments, and make
decisions about what to do next.  What
are the goals?  What differences exist
between a student’s current under-
standing and those goals?  What can
be done to close the gap?  The pri-
mary aim of the assessment discussed
here is to help students do higher
quality work.  The data collected and
discussed in the process also can be
used to convey important information
about the students to parents and
other interested adults.

This type of assessment, which is

embedded in virtually every aspect of
school life, is not the only kind that
counts.  The United States is in an era
of large-scale testing, the like of which
has not been seen since standardized
tests were first introduced.   During
World War I, tests were administered
to U.S. Army recruits that determined
the specialties to which they would be
assigned.  In the 1920s, IQ tests were
used extensively in the public educa-
tion system to sort students into
various school programs.  Although
they did not have the kind of life-or-
death consequences associated with
wartime assignments, they neverthe-
less counted heavily in determining a
person’s future.  Those who scored
well went into college-preparatory
tracks; the others were assigned to
less rigorous “general education” or to
vocational programs.  In the 1930s and
1940s, national examinations were
introduced to provide data that figured
in many college-admission decisions.
However, all this testing of the past 85
years pales in comparison to the use of

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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large-scale examinations today.  At the
beginning of the twenty-first century,
new tests developed at the state or
national level and administered to
every student are used to rank public
elementary and secondary schools,
make decisions about their financial
allocation from the state, decide if they
will continue to be certified, and, in
many places, directly determine
teachers’ salaries.

Depending on the grade level and
the end use of the results, student
examinations for these purposes,
which usually take from 2 hours to 2
or 3 days, are used primarily for
selection and accountability—
selection of students for specialized
instructional programs and account-
ability to parents and other taxpayers
regarding the effective use of public
funds.  Only indirectly are they
administered to improve learning.
When teachers and the public become
aware of the test subject matter,
classroom instruction begins to
emphasize that content.  Student
scores rise as teachers teach to the
test.  Such examinations usually are
given at the end of the school year, too
late for the teacher to take remedial
action with individual students.  Often
the teacher receives no information
about the specific items that each
student missed.  Finally, the tests,
which are typically designed to be
machine-scored, do not cover the
range of learning promoted in the
Standards.

This document focuses on the
importance and the improvement of
the classroom-based element of a
balanced system of assessment that
includes both external tests and
teachers’ knowledge of the student’s
abilities.  The Standards feature a
range of objectives, including the
ability of students to pursue a well-
planned scientific investigation that
may extend over several days, weeks,
or even months.  In this type of
activity, the teacher makes judgments
continually about the student’s level of
understanding by assisting the student
during the course of the project and
observing carefully the student’s
work, asking key questions along the
way, and responding to the student’s
questions.  The teacher continually
probes the student to ensure how well
the student understands the concept,
to determine how they approach a
problem, and to find out the assump-
tions that underlie a student’s re-
sponse.  During this process, the
teacher has unique opportunities to
make considered judgments, based on
the concrete evidence collected about
the quality of student accomplishment.
With knowledge of the nature of a
student’s understanding, the teacher
can act immediately on the basis of
that information and does not have to
rely solely on brief and often
decontextualized responses or small
samples of student work.  A balanced
and integrated system of assessment
makes use of what the teacher knows.
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Specifically, additional highlights of
the document include the following:

• Research shows that regular and
high-quality assessment in the class-
room can have a positive effect on
student achievement.

• The information generated must
be used to inform the teacher and/or
the students in deciding the next step.
The results provide effective assess-
ment to improve learning and teaching.

• Student participation is a key
component of successful assessment
strategies at every step.  If students
are to participate effectively in the
process, they need to be clear about
the target and the criteria for good
work, to assess their own efforts in
light of the criteria, and to share
responsibility in taking action in
light of the feedback.

• Teachers need time and assis-
tance in developing accurate and
dependable assessments.  Much of
this assistance can be provided by
creating settings in which teachers
have opportunities to talk with one
another about the quality of student
work.

• The essential support for teach-
ers (for example, time and opportuni-
ties to work with other teachers) can
be created at school level, but some-
times district and state-level resources
are necessary.

• It is necessary to align assess-
ment in the classroom with externally
developed examinations if the goals of

science education are to be consistent
and not confuse both teachers and
students.  At the very least, external
examinations must not vitiate the
goals of science education that are
proffered in the Standards.

A major theme of this document is
that improving the kind of assessment
in the science classroom that leads to
higher quality student work is not a
matter solely of introducing new
procedures, frameworks, techniques,
rubrics, or guidelines.  Because the
kind of assessment described in this
guide is so intricately rooted in how a
teacher sees one’s self (and is seen by
the students), changing assessment
practices in the ways suggested here
is far from a mechanical act.  A
teacher, along with the students,
becomes not only a judge of quality
but also a designer of the plans
necessary to meet the standards.  For
achievement to be raised, the teachers
must help the students themselves
learn how to make better judgments
about the quality of their own work.

A contention in this document is
that these kinds of changes in practice
are intimately associated with how
teachers view their own work as
professionals. These changes will
require fundamental reexamination of
how teachers organize and conduct
the class, as well as the kinds of
relationships that are desired with
students, school administrators, and
parents.  Redesigning classroom
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assessment in these suggested ways
requires nothing less than the kind of
deep reflection on the part of the
teacher that frequently leads to a

fundamental reorientation to what it
means for teachers to teach and for
students to learn.
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2
The Case for

Strengthening Assessment
in the Science Classroom

The goals for school science
projected in the Standards represent a
significant shift from traditional school
practice.  The document presents
science as something that students
actively do, rather than something that
is done to or for them by teachers and
texts.  Science covers not only impor-
tant facts but requires that objects and
events be described carefully, that
questions be asked about what is seen,
that explanations of natural phenom-
ena be constructed and tested, and
that the resulting ideas be communi-
cated to other people.  It emphasizes
the role of evidence in drawing conclu-
sions. It involves making connections
between students’ current understand-
ings of natural phenomena and the

This chapter provides a rationale for this report:  It presents a research base
for the importance of understanding and improving the assessments that occur
daily in classrooms that can directly influence learning.  Teachers, teacher
educators, administrators, and policy makers may find this chapter particularly
relevant.

knowledge accepted and valued in the
scientific community.  Science also
entails problem solving and decision
making in the process of applying
such knowledge to new situations and
asking new questions.  It is a way of
knowing and thinking.  If teachers can
determine how well their students are
meeting these new goals and students
can learn how to gauge their progress,
both can use this information to
inform teaching and learning.  By
doing so, a vision for school science
becomes a reality:

The Standards present a vision of a
scientifically literate populace.  They
outline what students need to know,
understand, and be able to do to be
scientifically literate at different grade
levels.  They describe an educational
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system in which all students demon-
strate high levels of performance, in
which teachers are empowered to
make the decisions essential for
effective learning, in which interlock-
ing communities of teachers and
students are focused on learning
science, and in which supportive
educational programs and systems
nurture achievement.  (NRC, 1999, p. 2)

Expectations conveyed in the
Standards call for assessment to meet
the full range of goals for science
education. To this end, a broad view of
assessment is proffered, for example:

Ideas about assessments have under-
gone important changes in recent
years.  In the new view, assessment
and learning are two sides of the same
coin… When students engage in
assessments, they should learn from
those assessments.  (NRC, 1999, pp. 5-6)

Assessments that resonate with a
standards-based reform agenda reflect
the complexity of science as a disci-
pline of interconnected ideas and as a
way of thinking about the world.
Assessments must not be only
summative in nature, that is, offering a
cumulative summary of achievement
level, usually at the end of a unit or
after a topic has been covered.  These
summative assessments can serve
multiple purposes: they help to inform
placement decisions and to communi-
cate a judgment about performance to
interested parties, including parents
and students.  Assessment also must
become an integral and essential part
of daily classroom activity.

Research supports the value that
the standards document places on
formative assessment in enriching
students’ understanding of science.
Black and Wiliam (1998a) define
formative assessment as, “all those
activities undertaken by teachers and
by their students [that] provide
information to be used as feedback to
modify the teaching and learning
activities in which they are engaged”
(p. 7).  They conducted a major review
of more than 250 articles and books
(Black & Wiliam, 1998b) that present
research evidence on assessment from
several countries.  The main conclu-
sion as a result of their study was as
follows:

Standards are raised only by changes
that are put into direct effect by
teachers and students in classrooms.
There is a body of firm evidence that
formative assessment is an essential
feature of classroom work and that
development of it can raise standards.
We know of no other way of raising
standards for which such a strong
prima facie case can be made on the
basis of evidence of such large learning
gains. (p. 19)

Assessment becomes formative in
nature only when either the teacher or
the student uses that information to
inform teaching and/or to influence
learning.  Therefore, data from
summative assessments can be used
in formative ways.  In practice, it may
be difficult to differentiate the two, as
they often begin to blur.  Summative
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assessments may be given before the
end of a unit, leaving time for modifi-
cation in instruction and time for
student revision.  Moreover, teachers
are constantly assessing to see where
students are in respect to goals.  If
they keep careful records of some of
these regular assessments, they can
be used to inform instruction and
communicate with parents and the
student in a more “summative” way.

The Black and Wiliam review cites
evidence that ongoing assessments by
teachers, combined with appropriate
feedback to students, can have power-
ful, positive effects on student learning
and achievement.  They also report
that the learning gains from systematic
attention to formative assessment are
larger than most of those found for any
other educational interventions.
Although such findings provide impres-
sive evidence of classroom practices
that really work in improving student
understanding, they also report that
such practices are currently underde-
veloped in most classrooms.

Black and Wiliam also offer a
cautionary comment:  Although many
features essential to fruitful develop-
ment of formative assessment now can
be identified, there is no single, simple
recipe that teachers could adopt and
follow.  Even though they differ from
one another in many of the details, a
variety of approaches to enhancing
formative assessment turn out to be
successful in improving learning.
Why?  Teachers differ and so do their
students.  The opportunities provided

in various schools for engaging in an
active science program differ as well.

Similarly many theories have been
proposed as guides to improving
learning, and several of them have
practical implications.  Many of the
classroom-assessment examples in
this volume emphasize the social and
community aspects of learning.
Learning is not viewed as solely an
individual activity.  For example,
teachers and students develop shared
understandings of standards for
quality work and certain kinds of
feedback extend and deepen these
understandings.  Other theories of
learning highlight somewhat different
aspects: meta-cognition (thinking
about thinking) (Hacker, Dunlosky, &
Graesser, 1998), “zones of proximal
development” (deepening understand-
ing by probing accessible knowledge
for which one is prepared and ready)
(Vygotsky, 1962); and the related idea
that the teacher’s role is to provide
“scaffolding” for learning (an intellec-
tual framework to which new ideas
might be related) (Wood, Bruner, &
Ross, 1976).  There also are sugges-
tive practices associated with the
concept of  “self-regulated” learning in
which personal attributes and opportu-
nities to learn intersect (Schunk &
Zimmerman, 1998).

A FRAMEWORK FOR
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Notwithstanding the differing
conceptions and views about learning,
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all the best uses of formative assess-
ment in the classroom seem to have a
single common and straightforward
underpinning that is fundamental to
good educational practice.  All these
theories of learning—and several
others—are consistent with the
teacher helping the student operate
within a framework of three guiding
questions:

1. Where are you trying to go?
(identify and communicate the learn-
ing and performance goals);

2. Where are you now?  (assess, or
help the student to self-assess, current
levels of  understanding);

3. How can you get there? (help the
student with strategies and skills to
reach the goal).

Almost all the theories that bear on
formative assessment in the classroom
can be related to this framework.  The
main point here, however, is that
assessment (the second point) linked
to action (the third point) results in
formative assessment (Sadler, 1989).

Of course, it is not always neces-
sary or even possible to follow these
steps in a formal or sequential way
when actually teaching.  In the usual
give-and-take of classroom life, oppor-
tunities arise unexpectedly to reexam-
ine the goal of learning, to revisit a
student’s current understanding of a
concept, and to revise the path toward
the goal.

Science Content

This three-step guideline also leads
to the centrality of a feature that
underlies all three questions: the
science content.  The improvement of
science education is the goal of the
Standards, but much of what has been
said so far in this chapter relates to
any subject, not specifically science.
Yet the formative assessment process
cannot be implemented well in any
field of study without serious attention
to the nature and level of the subject
matter to be taught.  Which concepts
are most important and for what
reasons?  Are some ideas particularly
fruitful for laying the foundations for
further learning?  Are some of them
more closely related than others to
what the students already know, and
thus can be presumed to be more
accessible?  In choosing a main content
goal and the associated intermediate
goals, which may be stepping-stones
toward understanding that goal, the
science teacher will be exercising
subject expertise by: committing to
certain aims for learning science,
knowing the science concepts that
best relate to that goal, and by profes-
sional understanding of the ways by
which students may make progress in
understanding the concepts and skills
that lead to those goals. Furthermore,
the choice of ways to assess student
work similarly will be guided by
personal pedagogical knowledge of
those obstacles that are commonly
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encountered by students in learning
the particular science concepts that
are chosen.  These important respon-
sibilities and daily decisions regarding
curriculum and assessment under-
score the importance of science
teachers having a solid background
and understanding of the science
subject matter that they teach.

THE TEACHER’S ROLE

 Much of the responsibility for
implementing the science standards
rests with classroom teachers.  As-
sessment is no exception.  The Stan-
dards recognize the importance of a
teacher’s ongoing assessments and
indicate that classroom teachers are in
the position to best use assessment in
powerful ways for both formative and
summative purposes, including
improving classroom practice, plan-
ning curricula, developing self-
directed learners, reporting student
progress, and investigating their own
teaching practices.  Teachers’ partici-
pation in classroom activities, hour
after hour, day after day, positions
them to gain information and insight
into their students’ understandings,
actions, interests, intentions, and
motivation that would be difficult to
glean from tests (Darling-Hammond,
1994; Moss, 1994, 1996).  Teachers
need not only to interpret the assess-
ment-generated information, they also
must use the information to adapt
their teaching repertoires to the needs
of their students.

Feedback—Cognitive and
Affective

The usefulness and effectiveness of
formative assessment depend, in part,
on the quality and saliency of the
information gathered in the first place
and the appropriateness and relevance
of subsequent actions.  The quality of
the feedback rather than its existence
or absence is the central point
(Bangert-Downs, Kulik,  Kulik, &
Morgan, 1991; Sadler, 1989).

With regard to feedback, research
makes the case for the use of descrip-
tive, criterion-based feedback as
opposed to numerical scoring or letter
grades without clear criteria (Butler &
Neuman, 1995; Cameron & Pierce,
1994; Kluger & deNisi, 1996). For
example, in a study conducted by
Butler (1987) with a random sampling
of students, individuals completed an
assessment task and then received
one of three types of feedback: (a)
tailored, written remarks addressing
criteria they were aware of before
taking the assessment, (b) grades
derived from scoring of previous
work, or (c) both grades and com-
ments.  Scores on two subsequent
tasks increased most significantly for
those who received detailed com-
ments, while scores declined for those
who received both comments and
grades.  For those assigned grades
only, scores declined and then in-
creased between the second and third
tasks.

Butler’s research is important to
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consider in light of current research
in attribution theory (Skaalvik, 1990;
Vispoel & Austin, 1995). Research
shows that feedback that emphasizes
learning goals leads to greater
learning gains than feedback that
emphasizes self-esteem (Ames, 1992;
Butler, 1988; Dweck, 1986).  With
respect to feedback emphasizing self-
esteem, high-performing students
often attribute their performance to
effort and low-performing students
attribute their performance to lack of
ability (Butler & Newman, 1995;
Cameron & Pierce, 1994; Kluger &
deNisi, 1996).  Students who repeat-
edly receive a grade of C– often
believe that a C– is all that they are
capable of achieving.  Comments can
take the focus from such attribution
of success, or lack thereof, to the
quality of the work at hand and areas
where it can be strengthened. While
grades can sometimes contribute to a
competitive classroom environment
where performance is normative
(judged in relation to that of peers),
comments that attend to specified
criteria for higher quality work can
help provide students with the
feedback they need to develop their
understanding and make progress.

Although letter grades are the most
prevalent form of feedback, Stiggins
(2001) reminds educators that grades
serve as a way to convey a lot of
information as a symbol for ease in
communication.  The symbol, or letter,
can be only as meaningful as the

definitions of achievement that under-
pin them and the quality of the assess-
ment that produced them.

Design, Selection, and
Participation

To use ongoing assessment to best
facilitate student growth, the teacher
plays a key role in choosing and
organizing student tasks in ways that
encourage them to speak and write so
as to elicit their levels of understand-
ing.  Although almost any sample of
student work can provide an occasion
for a rich assessment discussion and
can provide the teacher with assess-
ment information, teachers also plan
for opportunities for students to
discuss and display their levels of
understanding.  They also create
situations and allocate time for stu-
dents to examine and discuss guide-
lines for high-quality work.  These
tasks are demanding ones and are
discussed further in Chapters 3 and 5.

The Standards promote greater
emphasis on teachers “continuously
assessing student understanding,” on
“assessing rich, well-structured
knowledge,” on “assessing scientific
understanding and reasoning,” on
“students engaged in ongoing assess-
ment of their work and that of others,”
and on “teachers [becoming] involved
in the development of external assess-
ments” (p. 100).

The point of this last emphasis is
significant: The Standards  seek to
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extend a teacher’s influence beyond
the classroom, or even the school, by
advocating active teacher involvement in
the development and interpretation
of externally designed assessment
used primarily for accountability
purposes.  Recent reforms in several
state-assessment policies and practices
in other countries provide models of
how a teacher’s assessments and
participation can become more
integral to the external assessments.
This topic is discussed in Chapters 4,
5, and 6.  Teacher involvement at this
level is important to consider for many
reasons, not the least of which is the
centrality of inquiry in the vision of
science education advanced in the
Standards.  Inquiry is difficult to
assess in a one-time test.  A teacher’s
position in the classroom allows for
personal judgments of one’s abilities
over an extended investigation that
cannot be matched by any feasible
external testing procedure.

THE STUDENT’S ROLE

Student participation in the assess-
ment process becomes essential if the
Standards are to be actualized for all
students.  Specifically, self-assessment
becomes crucial for feedback to be
used effectively.  Students are the
ones who must ultimately take action
to bridge the gap between where they
are and where they are heading
(Sadler, 1989).  Brown (1994) stresses
the strategic element of being aware of

particular strengths and weaknesses:
“Effective learners operate best when
they have insight into their own
strengths and weaknesses and access
to their own repertoires of strategies
for learning” (p. 9).

Research shows the potential
learning gains from engaging students
in peer- and self-assessment strategies
(Covington, 1992; Darling-Hammond,
Ancess, & Falk, 1995; White &
Frederiksen, 1998; Wolf, Bixby, Glen,
& Gardner, 1991).  In a controlled
experiment in two middle school
science classrooms, White and
Frederiksen (1998) demonstrated
increases in student achievement in
the class where discussion was
structured to promote reflective peer-
and self-assessment.  The control
group participated in general discus-
sions of the curriculum content for the
same amount of time but did not show
the same increase in student achieve-
ment.  Traditionally low-attaining
students demonstrated the most
notable improvement.  This last point
should not be overlooked.  Supporting
all students in their quest for high
performance in science is an underly-
ing principle of the science education
standards.  As this research indicates,
assessment can be a critical means of
reaching the goal.

Although the White and
Frederiksen study demonstrates
improved performance with regular
student self-reflection, involving
students in the assessment process
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can serve other purposes as well.  In a
year-long teacher-researcher collabo-
rative project in an elementary class-
room, Rudd and Gunstone (1993)
helped foster self-assessment skills
through questionnaires, concept
maps, and self-assessment maps.  The
researchers cite the following as
evidence of an enhanced learning
environment:

• the development of students’
abilities to plan and think through
their goals and skills;

• the creation of student aware-
ness of the importance of evaluating
their own work;

• the students’ abilities to evaluate
each other’s self-assessment and in then
providing constructive criticism; and

• the students’ abilities to manage
resources and time more effectively.

Assessment provides opportunities
to discuss and develop a common
understanding of what constitutes
quality work.  Students can have
substantive conversations about what
constitutes a good lab investigation, a
salient scientific response, an appro-
priate use of evidence, or an effective
presentation.  Such discussions can be
preliminary to the difficult challenge
of trying to develop detailed assess-
ment rubrics—tools that provide
detailed descriptions and criteria for
varying performance levels used to
assess student work or responses—to
help gauge quality work in each of
these dimensions and to help guide

the production of quality work.  Par-
ticipating in assessment can provide
students with opportunities to reflect
on what they are learning in order to
make coherent connections within and
between subject matters (Cole, Coffey,
& Goldman, 1999; Resnick & Resnick,
1991; Wiggins, 1998).  In the process
of such deliberation, students often
generate many of the salient educa-
tional goals themselves (Duschl &
Gitomer, 1997).  The process in-
creases their commitment to achiev-
ing them (Covington, 1992).  Further-
more, the ability to self-assess is
essential for becoming a self-directed,
lifelong learner (NRC, 1996), one of
the aims set forth in the Standards.

THE SCHOOL’S ROLE

In-depth case studies conducted by
Darling-Hammond and colleagues
(1995) report how teachers and stu-
dents in five schools used assessment
to inform instruction and stimulate
greater learning.  Their work rein-
forces that assessment that makes
learning central cannot be separated
from other aspects of schooling.  By
focusing on schools where assessment
occurs through “real-world” challenges
that engage students in the assessment
process, the studies provide examples
of the role that observation, logs,
portfolios, journal writing, and self- and
peer-assessment, can play in facilitating
powerful learning.

Portfolios (collections of student
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work), regular self-reflection and peer
assessment, assessment conversa-
tions, journals, projects, class discus-
sions, performances, well-planned
quizzes and tests—any combination of
these assessment activities—can
support improved science learning.  In
many classrooms, teachers are en-
gaged in powerful teaching practices
where assessment and learning work
in concert toward creating a meaning-
ful learning environment that benefits
all students.  However, another
message that comes across in Darling-
Hammond’s case-study work is that
many other teachers face school,
district, or state policies that thwart
attempts to move toward the vision of
assessment and learning set forth in
the Standards.  Therefore, ensuring
that assessment supports student
learning requires support throughout
the entire educational system.  The
system level is the topic of Chapter 6.

ASSESSMENT AND HIGH
STANDARDS

A major impetus behind the stan-
dards movement is the expectation
that all students are to achieve the
high standards.  To reach that goal,
greater attention to classroom assess-
ment that supports learning becomes
particularly compelling, and teachers
and researchers need to focus atten-
tion on how classroom assessment can
be used as a means to this end.
Assessment tools that calculate solely
how well student achievement mea-
sures up to the standards, however
reliable, will not suffice.  Table 2-1
outlines the changes that are relevant
to formative assessment as stated in
the Standards (p. 100).  Assessment
also must serve as a vehicle for
improving the quality of learning for
every student. There is a clear and
indivisible connection among assess-
ment, curriculum, and teaching.

TABLE 2-1  Changing Emphases of Assessment

Less Emphasis On More Emphasis On

Assessing what is easily measured Assessing what is most highly valued
Assessing discrete knowledge Assessing rich, well-structured knowledge
Assessing scientific knowledge Assessing scientific understanding and reasoning
Assessing to learn what students do not know Assessing to learn what students understand
End-of-term assessments by teachers Students engaged in ongoing assessment of their work

and that of others
Development of external assessments by Teachers involved in the development of external

measurement experts alone assessments

SOURCE:  NRC. (1996).
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Although the availability and intelli-
gent use of curriculum and materials
is essential, as Darling-Hammond
(1994) suggests, “[e]fforts to raise
standards of learning and perfor-
mance must rest in part on strategies
to transform assessment” (p. 6).

MULTIPLE PURPOSES OF
ASSESSMENT

Although responsibility for assess-
ment falls to the entire educational
system, teachers and students are the
primary designers, collectors, and
users of assessment data in the direct
service of learning.  Recognizing the
unique position of the classroom
teacher, the science standards seek to
recognize, legitimate, and extend the
purview of the teacher in a range of
assessment purposes and practices.
In a comprehensive and coherent
assessment system, teachers must
accommodate the range of purposes

that classroom assessment must
serve—from self-reflection on prac-
tice, to monitoring achievement for
individual students and assigning
grades, to gauging levels of engage-
ment, to reporting to parents, to
making decisions about the placement
of students. Black (1997) categorizes
the purposes of assessment into
those concerned with (a) support of
learning; (b) certification, which
includes reporting individual achieve-
ment, or grading, placement and
promotion; and (c) accountability.
Table 2-2 presents a visual overview
that highlights the distinctions among
the types, purposes, and locus of
influence, as well as who takes on the
primary roles and responsibilities with
respect to the assessment.

Because different people are
making judgments about students for
different purposes, there are often
serious areas of overlap that lead to
ambiguities and tensions. Teachers,
for example, must balance their roles

TABLE 2-2  Types, Purposes, and Roles and Responsibilities for
Assessment

Type Purpose Roles and Responsibilities

Formative Improve learning Student and teacher
Inform instruction

Summative Grading Teachers and external tests
Placement
Promotion
Accountability External tests (and teacher)
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as facilitator and coach to promote
learning along with their role as judge
when they assign grades at the end of
the term. External assessors, who
prepare the standardized tests, serve
primarily a summative function.  It is
important to keep in mind the differ-
ent uses of assessment, the people
who have the major responsibilities for
them, and the intended audience,
especially when considering the
mechanisms employed to collect
evidence and the inferences drawn
from the collected data.  For teachers
especially, because they must engage
in both formative and summative
assessment practices, it is necessary
to identify and attempt to mitigate the
existing tensions.  The challenge for
classroom teachers becomes one of
recognizing the range of factors that
constitute assessment activity and
taking full advantage of them to
advance curricular, instructional, and
learning goals.  The challenge for the
system becomes one of providing
teachers and their students with the
structures and necessary support to
do so.  These challenges are further
elaborated in the chapters that follow.

KEY POINTS

• Research shows that regular and
high-quality formative assessment can

have a powerful, positive effect on
student learning and achievement.
The achievement gains associated
with systematic attention to formative
assessment are greater than most
other educational interventions.

• The Standards indicate that
classroom teachers are in the position
to best use assessment in powerful
ways for both formative and
summative purposes, including
improving classroom practice, plan-
ning curricula, developing self-di-
rected learners, reporting student
progress, and investigating their own
teaching practices.

• There is no single recipe or
blueprint that all teachers can success-
fully adopt and follow.

• Student participation in assess-
ment becomes essential if high
standards are to be actualized for all
students.

• Assessment tools that calculate
solely how well student achievement
measures up to the standards, how-
ever reliable, will not suffice.  Assess-
ment must serve as a vehicle for
improving the quality of learning for
every student.

• Teachers need support from the
larger system to realize and to take
advantage of the possibilities of good
assessment.
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3
Assessment in
the Classroom

Assessment usually conjures up
images of an end-of-unit test, a
quarterly report card, a state-level
examination on basic skills, or the
letter grade for a final laboratory
report.  However, these familiar
aspects of assessment do not capture
the full extent or subtlety of how
assessment operates every day in the
classroom.  The type of classroom
assessment discussed in this chapter
focuses upon the daily opportunities
and interactions afforded to teachers
and students for collecting informa-
tion about student work and under-
standings, then uses that information
to improve both teaching and learn-
ing.  It is a natural part of classroom
life that is a world away from formal

examinations—both in spirit and in
purpose.

During the school day, opportuni-
ties often arise for producing useful
assessment information for teachers
and students.  In a class discussion,
for example, remarks by some of the
students may lead the teacher to
believe that they do not understand
the concept of energy conservation.
The teacher decides that the class will
revisit an earlier completed laboratory
activity and, in the process, examine
the connections between that activity
and the discussion at hand.  As groups
of students conduct experiments, the
teacher circulates around the room
and questions individuals about the
conclusions drawn from their data.

The primary audiences for this chapter are classroom teachers and teacher
educators.  The chapter offers a guiding framework to use when considering
everyday assessments and then discusses the roles and responsibilities of
teachers and students in improving assessment.  Administrators also may be
interested in the material presented in this chapter.
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The students have an opportunity to
reflect on and demonstrate their
thinking.  By trying to identify their
sources of evidence, the teacher better
understands where their difficulties
arise and can alter their teaching
accordingly and lead the students
toward better understanding of the
concept.

As another example, a planning
session about future science projects
in which the students work in small
groups on different topic issues leads
to a discussion about the criteria for
judging the work quality.  This type of
assessment discussion, which occurs
before an activity even starts, has a
powerful influence on how the stu-
dents conduct themselves throughout
the activity and what they learn.
During a kindergarten class discus-
sion to plan a terrarium, the teacher
recognizes that one of the students
confuses rocks for living organisms
and yet another seems unclear about
the basic needs of plants.  So the
conversation is turned toward these
topics to clarify these points.  In this
case, classroom teaching is reshaped
immediately as a result of assessments
made of the students’ understanding.

Abundant assessment opportunities
exist in each of these examples.
Indeed, Hein and Price (1994) assert
that anything a student does can be
used for assessment purposes.  This
means there is no shortage of opportu-
nities, assessment can occur at any
time.  One responsibility of the teacher

is to use meaningful learning experi-
ences as meaningful assessment
experiences.  Another is to select those
occasions particularly rich in potential
to teach something of importance
about standards for high-quality work.
To be effective as assessment that
improves teaching and learning, the
information generated from the activity
must be used to inform the teacher
and/or students in helping to decide
what to do next.  In such a view, assess-
ment becomes virtually a continuous
classroom focus, quite indistinguishable
from teaching and curriculum.

The Standards convey a view of
assessment and learning as two sides
of the same coin and essential for all
students to achieve a high level of
understanding in science.  To best
support their students’ learning,
teachers are continuously engaged in
ongoing assessments of the learning
and teaching in their classroom.  An
emphasis on formative assessment—
assessment that informs teaching and
learning and occurs throughout an
activity or unit—is incorporated into
regular practice.  Furthermore,
teachers cultivate this integrated view
of teaching, learning, and continuous
assessment among their students.
When formative assessment becomes
an integral part of classroom practice,
student achievement is enhanced
(Black & Wiliam, 1998a; Crooks, 1988;
Fuchs & Fuchs, 1986).  However, as
discussed in the previous chapter,
research also indicates that this type
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of assessment often is not recognized
as significant by teachers, principals,
parents, or the general public, and is
seldom articulated or featured as a
priority.  Box 3-1 provides definitions
for “formative” and “summative,”
which pertain to the two main functions
that assessment can take.

The centrality of inquiry in the
vision of science education advanced
in the Standards provides a particu-
larly compelling reason to take a
closer look at classroom assessment,
and formative assessment, in particu-
lar.  If students are to do science, not
solely verbalize major facts and
principles, they should engage in
activity that extends over several days
or weeks.  Their work should be less
episodic and fractured than lesson-
based science teaching.  A different
kind of assessment is necessary, one
that is designed to help students get
better at inquiring into the world of
science (NRC, 2000).  The best way to

support inquiry is to obtain informa-
tion about students while they are
actually engaged in science investiga-
tions with a view toward helping them
develop their understandings of both
subject matter and procedure.  The
information collected by teachers and
students while the students are at
work can be used to guide their
progress.  A teacher asks questions
that may help spur thinking about
science concepts that are part of the
investigation and may help students
understand what it takes to do work
that comports with high standards.  At
the end, the information may be
collected and reviewed to form a basis
for summative evaluations.

FEATURES OF FORMATIVE
ASSESSMENT

To help design and implement an
effective and efficient classroom
assessment system, we offer the

BOX 3-1  Definitions

Formative assessment refers to assessments that provide information to students and
teachers that is used to improve teaching and learning.  These are often informal and ongoing,
though they need not be.  Data from summative assessments can be used in a formative way.

Summative assessment refers to the cumulative assessments, usually occurring at the end
of a unit or topic coverage, that intend to capture what a student has learned, or the quality of the
learning, and judge performance against some standards. Although we often think of summative
assessments as traditional objective tests, this need not be the case.  For example, summative
assessments could follow from an accumulation of evidence collected over time, as in a collection
of student work.
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following general template for design-
ing and integrating formative assess-
ment into regular classroom practice.

• Where are you trying to go?
• Where are you now?
• How can you get there?

Having posed these questions as a
guide, it is important to note that no
one blueprint or single best model
exists for using assessment as a tool
that, first and foremost, supports and
facilitates student learning.  Each
teacher needs to develop a system that
works for him or her.  By making

explicit desirable features of assess-
ment, these three critical questions
provide a framework for achieving
powerful classroom assessment.  The
questions and the obtained responses
are tightly interconnected and interde-
pendent and they are not new.  Based
on experience, many teachers both
intuitively and purposefully consider
these questions every day.  Attention
to them is part of good teaching.

Through the vignettes and discussion
that follow, we hope to make features
of formative assessment more explicit
and, in doing so, highlight how inti-
mately they are connected to teaching.

A Look Inside Two Classrooms

The seventh-grade students in Ms. K’s science class are working on long-term
research projects investigating their local watershed.  In addition to class discussions,
laboratory activities, and field trips, small groups of students are exploring various
areas of particular interest and importance.  One group is surveying local industrial,
agricultural, and residential areas to locate general and point sources of pollutants.
Another group is examining water quality.  A third group is focusing on how the local
ecosystem influences water quality.  During project work-time, Ms. K conducts confer-
ences with groups of students about their projects.  In these small groups, the students
share the details of their project; from content to process, Ms. K keeps herself informed
on the working status of the different groups.  Information she gathers from these
conferences feeds into her decisions about allotment of work time, possible resource
suggestions, and areas where she can identify additional learning opportunities.  She
also is able to note progress that occurs throughout the project, as well as from the last
time she engaged in a similar activity with students.  For example, after one of the
discussions, she realized that the students in one group were not connecting algal
blooms to possible sources of pollutants.  She asked questions that encouraged them to
explore possible causes of the burst in algal blooms, and together they devised an
experiment that had the potential of providing them with some useful, additional
information.
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Journals kept by the students become the stimulus for regular reflections on learning
and the connections between their topic to the bigger picture of the local watershed.
Ms. K collects the journals weekly.  The journal reflections inform her about the
progress of the groups and the difficulties they are having, and so serve as a spring-
board for class discussion.  From reading student responses and listening to discussion,
Ms. K knows that some of her students are making deeper connections, and many are
making different connections.  Painting the broad landscape for the entire class will
give those who are struggling to find a broader context for their work and sustain their
inquiries, so she decides to create an opportunity to do so.  When she is not in discus-
sions with students, she mills around the areas where her students work, moving from
group to group, sometimes asking questions, sometimes just listening and observing
before she joins the next group.  She carries a clipboard on which she jots down notes,
quotes, and questions that she will want to come back to with a particular student or
the entire group.  Through the journals, her observations, the discussions, and other
assessment activities, Ms. K stays connected to the sense her students are making of
their work as it unfolds.

At the very beginning of the project, Ms. K and her students started conversations
about how their projects would be assessed.  As a class, they cycle back through the
criteria that were established, deepening understanding by highlighting exemplars from
past projects and just talking through what constitutes quality work.  They share
examples of visual display boards, written reports, and models from other projects.
Ms. K wants to make sure that each student understands the standards that they are
expected to meet.  Students chose many of the criteria by which they wish their peers to
evaluate them, and, with Ms. K’s help, they developed an evaluation rubric that will be
ready on presentation day—now just 2 weeks away.  At that time, they will be making
public reports to peers, parents, and community members.

SOURCE: Coffey (2001).

■    ■   ■

The King School was reforming its science curriculum.  After considerable research
into existing curriculum materials and much discussion, the team decided to build a
technology piece into some of the current science studies.  The third-grade teacher on
the team, Ms. R., said that she would like to work with two or three of her colleagues
on the third-grade science curriculum. They selected three topics that they knew they
would be teaching the following year: life cycles, sound, and water.

Ms. R. chose to introduce technology as part of the study of sound.  That winter,
when the end of the sound study neared, Ms. K., was ready with a new culminating
activity—making musical instruments.  She posed a question to the entire class:  Having
studied sound for almost 6 weeks, could they design and make musical instruments that
would produce sounds for entertainment?  Ms. R had collected a variety of materials,
which she now displayed on a table, including boxes, tubes, string, wire, hooks, scrap
wood, dowels, plastic, rubber, fabric and more.  The students had been working in
groups of four during the sound study, and Ms. R asked them to gather into those
groups to think about the kinds of instruments they would like to make.  Ms. R asked the
students to think particularly about what they knew about sound, what kind of sound
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they would like their instruments to make, and what kind of instrument it would be.
How would the sound be produced?  What would make the sound?  She suggested
they might want to look at the materials she had brought in, but they could think about
other materials too.

Ms. R sent the students to work in their groups.  Collaborative work had been the
basis of most of the science inquiry the student had done; for this phase, Ms. R felt that
the students should work together to discuss and share ideas, but she suggested that
each student might want to have an instrument at the end to play and to take home.

As the students began to talk in their groups, Ms. R added elements to the activity.
They would have only the following 2 weeks to make their instruments.  Furthermore,
any materials they needed beyond what was in the boxes had to be materials that were
readily available and inexpensive.

Ms. R. knew that planning was a challenge for these third graders.  She moved
among groups, listening and adding comments.  When she felt that discussions had
gone as far as they could go, she asked each group to draw a picture of the instru-
ments the children thought they would like to make, write a short piece on how they
thought they would make them, and make a list of the materials that they would need.
Ms. R made a list of what was needed, noted which children and which groups might
profit from discussing their ideas with one another, and suggested that the children
think about their task, collect materials if they could, and come to school in the next
week prepared to build their instruments.

Ms. R. invited several sixth graders to join the class during science time the following
week, knowing that the third-grade students might need their help in working with the
materials.  Some designs were simple and easy to implement, for example, one group
was making a rubber-band player by stretching different widths and lengths of rubber
bands around a plastic gallon milk container with the top cut off.  Another group was
making drums of various sizes using some thick cardboard tubes and pieces of thin
rubber roofing material.  For many, the designs could not be translated into reality, and
much change and trial and error ensued.  One group planned to build a guitar and
designed a special shape for the sound box, but after the glued sides of their original
box collapsed twice, the group decided to use the wooden box that someone had
added to the supply table.  In a few cases, the original design was abandoned, and a
new design emerged as the instrument took shape.

At the end of the second week, Ms. R set aside 2 days for the students to reflect on
what they had done individually and as a class.  On Friday, they were once again to
draw and write about their instruments.  Where groups had worked together on an
instrument, one report was to be prepared.  On the next Monday, each group was to
make a brief presentation of the instrument, what it could do, how the design came to
be, and what challenges had been faced.  As a final effort, the class could prepare a
concert for other third grades.

In making the musical instruments, students relied on knowledge and understanding
developed while studying sound, as well as the principles of design, to make an
instrument that produced sound.  The assessment task for the musical instruments
follows.  The titles emphasize some important components of the assessment process.
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Science Content:  The K-4 science content standard on science and technology is
supported by the idea that students should be able to communicate the purpose of a
design.  The K-4 physical science standard is supported by the fundamental under-
standing of the characteristics of sound, a form of energy.

Assessment Activity:  Students demonstrate the products of their design work to
their peers and reflect on what the project taught them about the nature of sound and
the process of design.

Assessment Type:  This can be public, group, or individual, embedded in
teaching.

Assessment Purpose:  This activity assesses student progress toward under-
standing the purpose and processes of design.  The information will be used to plan the
next design activity.  The activity also permits the teacher to gather data about under-
standing of sound.

Data:  Observations of the student performance.
Context:  Third-grade students have not completed a design project.  Their task is

to present the product of their work to their peers and talk about what they learned
about sound and design as a result of doing the project.  This is a challenging task for
third-grade students, and the teacher will have to provide considerable guidance to the
groups of students as they plan their presentations.

As described in the science standards, the teacher provided the following directions
that served as a framework that students could use to plan their presentations.

1. Play your instrument for the class.
2. Show the class the part of the instrument that makes the sound.
3. Describe to the class the purpose (function) that the other parts of the instrument

have.
4. Show the class how you can make the sound louder.
5. Show the class how you can change the pitch (how high or how low the sound is)

of the sound.
6. Tell the class about how you made the instrument, including

• What kind of instrument did you want to make?
• How like the instrument you wanted to make is the one you actually made?
• Why did you change your design?
• What tools and materials did you use to make your instrument?

7. Explain why people make musical instruments.

In order to evaluate the student performance, the teacher used the following guidelines:

Student understanding of sound will be revealed by understanding that the
sound is produced in the instrument by the part of the instrument that vibrates
(moves rapidly back and forth), that the pitch (how high or how low) can be
changed by changing how rapidly the vibrating part moves, and the loudness
can be changed by the force (how hard you pluck, tap, or blow the vibrating
part) with which the vibrating part is set into motion.  An average student perfor-
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There is no one best assessment
system for the classroom.  What
works for Ms. K or Ms. R in their
classrooms may not work in another.
What is important is that assessment
is an ongoing activity, one that relies
on multiple strategies and sources for
collecting information that bears on
the quality of student work and that
then can be used to help both the
students and the teacher think more
pointedly about how the quality might
be improved.

In the first vignette, Ms. K is
helping her students by painting the
broad landscape so that they can see
how their work fits into a wider
context.  She also reminds them of the
criteria for quality work.  Thus, she is
helping them to develop a clear view
of what they are to achieve and where
they are going.  At this stage, the view
is usually clearer to the teacher than
to the students.  One of her responsi-
bilities is to help the students under-

stand and share the goals, which will
become progressively clearer to them
as the inquiry progresses.

To chart student progress, Ms. K
relies on several strategies and
sources: observations, conversations,
journal assignments, student work,
and a final presentation.  These
opportunities are part of the natural
flow of classroom life, indistinguish-
able for her and for the students from
collecting data, discussing findings,
planning next steps, drawing conclu-
sions, and communicating findings
about the main concepts they are
expected to learn.  In helping her
students to reach their goal, she bases
her actions on multiple pieces of
evidence that she gleans from activi-
ties embedded in her teaching and
curriculum. She uses this information
to make decisions about work time,
about support she needs to provide,
and about resource suggestions.

Ms. R also uses assessment in

mance would include the ability to identify the source of the vibration and ways to
change either pitch or loudness in two directions (raise and lower the pitch of the
instrument or make the instrument louder and softer) or change the pitch and
loudness in one direction (make the pitch higher and the sound louder).  An
exemplary performance by a student would include not only the ability to identify
the source of the vibration but also to change pitch and loudness in both directions.

Student understanding of the nature of technology will be revealed by the
student’s ability to reflect on why people make musical instruments—to improve
the quality of life—as well as by their explanations of how they managed to make
the instrument despite the constraints faced—that is, the ability to articulate why
the conceptualization and design turned out to be different from the instrument
actually made. (p. 49)

SOURCE: NRC (1996).
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strategic and productive ways.  She
frames an assessment task in a way
that will engage students to learn as
they prepare for the final presentation
and concert.  Peer-design reviews,
conversations, and other assessments
were built into the activity of design-
ing and building instruments so that
students could draw from these to
inform their design and construction
of instruments.  She provides the
students with prompts and elements
that should be included in their
presentations so that the students will
be clear on what is required.  She has
clear guidelines about the quality and
depth of responses in terms of how
students will demonstrate their
understandings and skills.

The usefulness of assessment does
not stop at teachers collecting informa-
tion in the course of their teaching and
providing feedback.  Like Ms. K and
Ms. R, they plan and structure specific
assessment events, such as individual
conferences with students, occasions
for the students to write about a topic,
design reviews, observations of stu-
dents at work, presentations of work,
and initiating whole-class discussion of
what they have learned so far.  These
are just some of the many assessment
activities and methods available to
teachers and students.  In these same
scenarios, teachers could also have
integrated the use of additional written
assessments—including selected
response, short answer, essay, lab
reports, homework problems, among

others—into their teaching in ways that
would generate rich assessment
opportunities.

 Throughout this text, we have
attempted to avoid technical terms
whenever possible.  When we do use
them, we try to offer a definition or
use it in a context where its meaning
makes sense.  Box 3-2 provides

BOX 3-2  Assessment Terms

Alternative assessment:
Asessments that are different in form than tradi-

tional paper-and-pencil assessments.

Performance assessment:
Asessments that allow students to demonstrate

their understandings and skills (to a teacher or an
outsider) as they perform a certain activity. They are
evaluated by a teacher or an outsider on the quality
of their ability to perform specific tasks and the
products they create in the process.

Portfolio assessment:
A purposeful and representative collection of

student work that conveys a story of progress,
achievement and/or effort.  The student is involved
in selecting pieces of work and includes self-reflec-
tions of what understandings the piece of work
demonstrates.  Thus, criteria for selection and
evaluation need to be made clear prior to selection.

Embedded assessment:
Asessments that occur as part of regular teaching

and curricular activities.

Authentic assessment:
Asessments that require students to perform

complex tasks representative of activities actually
done in out-of-school settings.
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operational definitions of several terms
you will find in the assessment litera-
ture.

Now, consider the assessment in
the two vignettes in light of the
following three guiding questions:
Where are you trying to go?  Where
are you now?  How can you get there?

WHERE ARE YOU TRYING
TO GO?

Clear Criteria
The goals articulated in the Stan-

dards arise from their emphasis on the
active nature of science and their
stress on the range of activities that
encompass what it means to do
science and to understand both
specific concepts and the subject area
as a whole.  Thus, the Standards
advocate going beyond the coverage
of basic facts to include skills and
thought processes, such as the ability
to ask questions, to construct and test
explanations of phenomena, to com-
municate ideas, to work with data and
use evidence to support arguments, to
apply knowledge to new situations and
new questions, to problem solve and
make decisions, and to understand
history and nature of scientific knowl-
edge (NRC, 1996).   To best assist
students in their science learning,
assessment should attend to these
many facets of learning, including
content understanding, application,
processes, and reasoning.

In his book on classroom assess-

ment for teachers, Stiggins (2001)
writes,

The quality of any assessment depends
first and foremost on the clarity and
appropriateness of our definitions of
the achievement target to be
assessed…We cannot assess academic
achievement effectively if we do not
know and understand what that valued
target is. (p. 19)

As Stiggins states, it is important
that teachers have clear performance
criteria in mind before they assess
student work and responses.  Ms. R’s
guidelines included attention to both:
she expected her students to demon-
strate an understanding of concepts of
sound, such as causes of pitch, as well
as the nature of technology.  Before
the students engaged in the assess-
ment, Ms. R had outlined how she
would evaluate the student responses
in each area.

Clarity about the overall goals is
only a first step.  Given that goals are
clear, the teacher has to help the
students achieve greater clarity.  This
usually entails identification of some-
what discrete stages that will help the
students to understand what is re-
quired to move toward the goal. These
intermediate steps often emerge as
the study progresses, often in lesson
design and planning but also on the
spot in the classroom as information
about the students’ levels of under-
standing become clearer, new special
interests become apparent, or unex-
pected learning difficulties arise.  This
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complex, pedagogical challenge is
heightened because the goals that
embody the standards and the related
criteria need to be understood by all
students.

One of the goals of the Standards is
for all students to become indepen-
dent lifelong learners.  The standards
emphasize the integral role that
regular self-assessment plays in
achieving this goal.  The document
states:

Students need the opportunity to
evaluate and reflect on their own
scientific understanding and ability.
Before students can do this, they need
to understand the goals for learning
science.  The ability to self-assess
understanding is an essential tool for
self-directed learning. (p. 88)

Sadler (1989) emphasizes the
importance of student understanding
of what constitutes quality work, “The
indispensable condition for improve-
ment is that the student comes to hold
a concept of quality roughly equivalent
to that held by the teacher…” (p. 121).
Yet, conveying to students the stan-
dards and criteria for good work is one
of the most difficult aspects of involv-
ing them in their own assessment.
Again, teachers can use various ways
to help students develop and cultivate
these insights.  Following the example
of Ms. K’s class in the first vignette,
students and teachers can become
engaged in a substantive, assessment
conversation about what is a good
presentation, such as a good lab

investigation or a good reading
summary while engaging students in
the development process of assess-
ment rubrics.  Another starting point
for these conversations could be a
discussion about exemplary pieces of
work, where students need to think
about and share the characteristics of
the piece of work that makes it “good.”

In the first vignette, Ms. K facili-
tates frequent conversations with her
class about what constitutes good
work.  Although these discussions
occur at the beginning of the project
period, she regularly and deliberately
cycles back to issues of expectations
and quality to increase their depth of
understanding as they get more
involved in their projects.  In discus-
sions of an exemplary piece of work,
she encourages the students to
become as specific as possible.  Over
time, the students begin to help refine
some of the criteria by which they will
be evaluated.  Such a process not only
helps to make the criteria more useful;
it increases their ownership of the
standards by which judgments will be
made about their work.  For her third
graders, Ms. R provides guidelines for
planning and presenting their instru-
ments and introduces questions for
the students to address as they
engage in their work.

WHERE ARE YOU NOW?

Once they have clearly determined
where they want to go, teachers and
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students need to find out where
students currently stand in relation to
the goals.  Of course, the process is
not quite so linear.  It is not unusual
for the goals to change somewhat as
the students and teachers get more
involved in the study.

Variety Is Essential

Ms. K’s and Ms R’s classrooms
demonstrate the many ways assess-
ment information can be obtained.  In
the first scenario, conferences with
students allow Ms. K to ask questions,
hear specifics of project activity, and
probe student reasoning and thought
processes.  She can get a sense of how
and where the individuals are making
contributions to their group’s work and
help to ensure that they share the work
at hand, including development of an
understanding of the underlying
processes and content addressed by
the activity.  The information she learns
as a result of these conferences will
guide decisions on time allocation,
pace, resources, and learning activities
that she can help provide.  After
observations and listening to students
discuss instruments, Ms. R made the
judgment that her students were ready
to continue with the activity.  The
journals prepared by Ms. K’s students
and the individual reflections of Ms. R’s
provided the teachers with an indica-
tion of their understanding of the
scientific concepts they were working
with, and thereby allowed them to gain

new and different insights into their
respective students’ work.  The entries
also provided the teachers with a
mechanism, though not the only one,
to gain some insight into the individual
student’s thinking, understanding, and
ability to apply knowledge.  In Ms. K’s
class, the journal writing was regular
enough that the teacher’s comments
and questions posed in response to the
entries could guide the students as
they revisit previous work and move on
to related activities and reflections.

Through such varied activities, the
teachers in the vignettes are able to see
how the students make sense of the
data, the context into which they place
the data, as well as the opportunity to
evaluate and then assist the students on
the ability to articulate their understand-
ings and opinions in a written format or
by incorporating understandings into a
design.  As they walk around the room,
listening, observing, and interacting
with students, both teachers take
advantage of the data they collect.

Any single assessment is not likely
to be comprehensive enough to
provide high-quality information in all
the important areas so that a student
or teacher can make use of the data.
Ms. K, for example, would not use the
student conferences to obtain all the
information she needs about student
comprehension and involvement.  She
gets different information from
reading student journals.  In the
individual reflections, Ms. R can get
additional data to complement or
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reinforce the information obtained by
observing students as they engage in
the activity or by talking with them.

Questioning

The occasions to sit with, converse
with, question, and listen to the stu-
dents gave Ms. K and Ms. R the
opportunities to employ powerful
questioning strategies as an assess-
ment tool.  When teachers ask salient
open-ended questions and allow for an
appropriate window or wait time
(Rowe, 1974)—they can spur student
thinking and be privy to valuable
information gained from the response.
Questions do not need to occur solely
in whole-group discussion.  The
strategy can occur one-on-one as the
teacher circulates around the room.
Effective questioning that elicits quality
responses is not easy.  In addition to
optimal wait-time, it requires a solid
understanding of the subject matter,
attentive consideration of each
student’s remarks, as well as skillful
crafting of further leading questions.
In the vignette, Ms. K needed to be
aware of the existence and causes of
algal blooms in order to ask questions
that may lead her students down
productive paths in exploring them.

Examination of Student Work

The close examination of student
work also is invaluable, and teachers
do it all the time.  When looking at

work, it is important to ask critical
questions, such as “For what does this
provide evidence?”  “What do they
mean by this response?”  “What other
opportunities did the child have to
demonstrate knowledge or skills?”
“What future experience may help to
promote further development?”  “What
response am I expecting?”  “What are
the criteria for good work?”  “What are
the criteria for gauging competency?”
These are just a few of the questions
that can spur useful analysis.  Contin-
ued and careful consideration of
student work can enlighten both
teacher and student.

Form to Match Purpose

Like Ms. K and Ms. R in the vi-
gnettes, teachers are not concerned
with just one dimension of learning.
To plan teaching and to meet their
students’ needs, they need to recog-
nize if a student understands a particu-
lar concept but demonstrates difficulty
in applying it in a personal investiga-
tion or if a student does not compre-
hend fundamental ideas underlying
the concept.  Specific information
regarding the sources of confusions
can be useful in planning activities or
in initiating a conversation between
students and the teacher.  An array of
strategies and forms of assessment to
address the goals that the student and
teacher have established allows
students multiple opportunities to
demonstrate their understandings.
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This is important if we hope to sup-
port all students.  Darling-Hammond
(1994) comments, “if assessment is to
be used to open up as many opportuni-
ties as possible to as many students as
possible, it must address a wide range
of talents, a variety of life experiences,
and multiple ways of knowing” (p. 17).

A comprehensive understanding of
science requires more than knowl-
edge of scientific information and
skills.  The Standards articulate the
breadth and depth of what it means to
know and be able to do in science at
different grade levels.  To help ensure
that assessment addresses and sup-
ports a broader view of science
understanding, it can be helpful to
consider the different dimensions that
comprise knowledge in science.  Some
aspects of science knowledge are
highlighted in Box 3-3.

With knowledge of the student’s
strengths, a teacher can help ensure
that any particular assessment allows
the student to demonstrate under-
standing and can assess whether
information would be better gathered
in a different format to allow for that
opportunity to express thinking in
different ways.  For instance, Ms. K
collects her assessment data from a
variety of places, including discus-
sions, conversations, conferences,
observations, journals and written
work, in addition to providing useful
information, relying on a variety of
sources and using a variety of formats
so as not to privilege any one way of

BOX 3-3   What Is “Understanding”?

Stiggins encourages teachers to devise classroom
assessments of five different, but related, kinds of
expectations:

1. mastery of content knowledge, where mastery
includes both knowing and understanding;

2. the use of that knowledge to reason and solve
problems;

3. the development of performance skills;
4. development of the ability to create products

that meet certain standards of quality; and
5. the development of important dispositions.

In their work in science assessment, Shavelson
and Ruiz-Primo attend to the following aspects of
knowledge:

■ propositional or declarative knowledge—
knowledge about facts, concepts and principles;

■ procedural knowledge—knowing how to do
something; and

■ strategic knowledge—knowing which, when,
and why a specific knowledge would be applicable.

They, too, stress that different forms of assessment
are better suited for different aspects of knowledge.

This complexity is important to consider when
developing a rich and comprehensive assessment
system.  Any classroom assessment system should
assess and support growth in all areas. A single type
or form of assessment will not be able to capture all
of the dimensions of scientific knowing and doing.

SOURCE:  Stiggins (2001); Shavelson and Ruiz-Primo
(1999).
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knowing.  The conferences she sets up
and the conversations that ensue give
her opportunities to probe under-
standings and confusions and reach
students that may not be as articulate
when it comes to written work.

Thus the form that assessment
takes is significant.  The form and
content of assessment should be
consistent with the intended purpose.
Underlying this guideline is the
technical notion of validity.  Technical
features are discussed later in this
chapter. Validity centers on whether
the assessment is measuring or
capturing what it is intended to
measure or capture.  If content under-
standing is the goal, it is necessary to
design an appropriate assessment that
would tap into that dimension of their
understanding.  If the ability to design
an investigation is the goal, it is
necessary to provide the opportunity
for a student to demonstrate her
ability to do such an activity.  Validity
is not, then, an inherent property of an
individual assessment; rather, the
interpretations drawn from the data
and the subsequent actions that ensue
are either valid or invalid.  Choices for
the form of the assessments are
extensive and should be guided by the
goals set for student learning.  To find
the direction for best use of the
assessment data, a teacher or student
gathers data in the course classroom
activity by asking questions, such as
“What does this information tell me?”
and “How can I use it to further

learning and improve teaching?” and
“What other types of data should I be
looking for to help me make sense of
this information?”

From Stiggins’ (2001) book,
Student-Involved Classroom Assess-
ment, Figure 3-1 offers questions to
consider when designing, selecting, or
implementing an assessment. After
first advising teachers to set clear and
appropriate targets—or learning and
performance goals—and convey these

FIGURE 3-1  Considerations for designing, selecting,
implementing assessment.

SOURCE:  Stiggins (2001).

1. Is the  targetclear
and appropriate?

2. Is  the   purpose    for
assessment clear?

3.  What methods do the 
target and purpose
suggest are appropriate?

4.  How can we sample  
performance appropriately
given target, purpose, and  
method?

5.  What can go wrong given
target, purpose, and method, and   
how can we prevent bias and
distortion?
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targets to their students, he stresses
the importance of selecting appropri-
ate methods and of taking care to
avoid invalidity and bias.

Subject-Matter Goals

Effective formative assessment
must be informed by theories to
ensure that it elicits the important
goals of science, including a student’s
current understanding and procedural
capability.  The elements of curricu-
lum goals and methods of instruction
come together, for part of the
instructor’s task is to frame subgoals
that are effective in guiding progress
towards curriculum goals.  However,
this can only be done in light of the
teacher’s beliefs about how best to
help students to learn.  This intro-
duces learning theory in addition to
assessment, but in formative assess-
ment these are very closely inter-
twined.  Thus there has to be a con-
ceptual analysis of the subject goals,
which also is complemented by
analysis of the cognitive capacities of
the learners.  Examples of issues that
might arise are the choice between
concrete but limited instances of an
idea and abstract but universal presen-
tations, the decision about whether to
use daily experience or second-hand
evidence, the complexity of the
patterns of reasoning required in any
particular approach, and research
evidence about common misconcep-
tions that hinder the progress of

students in understanding particular
concepts.  (For additional information
on these theoretical underpinnings,
see NRC, 1999a.)

Here again, depth in a teacher’s
subject-matter knowledge is essential.
When teaching the concept of force in
his high school class, Jim Minstrell is
aware that although students use
terms like “push” and “pull” to de-
scribe “force,” the understandings
they have for these terms and for the
concept of force differs from those
shared by scientists (Minstrell, 1992).
Specifically, students often believe that
a push or a pull—or a force—must be
due to an active, or causal, agent.
With this in mind, Minstrell carefully
designs his instruction, including his
questions and student experiences, to
help them challenge their notions as
they move towards a better under-
standing of the scientific phenomena
and explanations involved with force.
After spending time discussing and
drawing the forces involved as an
object is dropped to the floor, he plans
questions and activities to help culti-
vate student understandings of more
passive actions of forces so they
understand that the conceptual notion
of force applies to both active and
passive actions and objects.  His class
discusses the forces involved with an
object resting on a table, including the
reasonableness of a table exerting an
upward force.  They go over other
situations that would help them decide
what is happening in terms of force,
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such as discussing the forces involved
as the same object sits in the student’s
hand, hangs from a spring, and as the
object is pushed off the edge of the
table.  Throughout the unit, the
teacher listens carefully to his stu-
dents’ responses and explanations.
Without an understanding of both
student learning and the science
involved, upon hearing the proper
terms from his students, he may have
proceeded with his unit with the
impression that the students shared a
scientific understanding of force (for a
class transcript and analysis by the
teacher, see Minstrell, 1992).

Nature and Form of Feedback

The data produced from the variety
of assessments illustrated in the
vignettes are not only useful for the
teachers but also as essential tools in
helping students to realize where they
stand in relation to their goals.  Thus
for the students, the journals with the
teacher’s comments added, serve as a
repository for one form of feedback so
they can maintain a continuing record
of their work and progress.  It is
important to emphasize that assigning
grades on a student’s work does not
help them to grasp what it takes on
their part to understand something
more accurately or deeply.  Comments
on a student’s work that indicate
specific actions to close the gap
between the student’s current under-
standing and the desired goal provide

crucial help if the student takes them
seriously.  There is well-researched
evidence that grades on student work
do not help learning in the way that
specific comments do.  The same
research shows that students gener-
ally look only at the grades and take
little notice of the comments if pro-
vided (Butler, 1987).  The opportunity
that Ms. R’s students had to design,
build, and then rebuild instruments
based on their trials gives them a
chance to make good use of feedback
to improve their piece of work.

Providing information to students is
not solely a cognitive exchange.  It is
intertwined with issues of affect,
motivation, self-esteem, self-attribution,
self-concept, self-efficacy, and one’s
beliefs about the nature of learning.
From many studies in this area (Butler,
1988; Butler & Neuman, 1995;
Cameron & Pierce, 1994; Kluger &
deNisi, 1996), a further generalization
emerges.  This is the distinction
between feedback that emphasizes
learning goals and the associated
targets and feedback that focuses on
self-esteem, often linked to the giving
of grades and other reward and punish-
ment schemes.  Upon comparison of
feedback in experimental studies, it is
the feedback about learning goals that
shows better learning gains.  Feedback
of the self-esteem type (trying to make
the student feel better, irrespective of
the quality of the work) leads less
successful students to attribute their
shortcomings to lack of ability.  The
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corollary for these students is that
there is little point in trying or hoping
for better.

The way in which information is
provided is therefore a delicate matter.
Grades, and even undue praise, can
reinforce expectations of failure and
lead to reluctance to invest effort.  Yet
this culture is deeply embedded in
American schools and is hard to
change.  This fact highlights the
importance of the nature and form of
the information provided to students.
Thus, priority should be given to
providing students with information
that they can use to reach desired
learning goals (Ames, 1992; Butler,
1988; Dweck, 1986).

Timing of Assessment

In helping teachers and students
establish where students stand in
relation to learning goals, assessment
activities are not only useful during
and at the end of a unit of teaching,
they also can be valuable at the start of
a piece of work.  Suitably open and
nontechnical questions or activities
can stimulate students to express how
much they already know and under-
stand about a topic.  This may be
particularly important when the
students come from a variety of
backgrounds, with some having
studied aspects of the topic before,
either independently or with other
teachers in different schools.  Such
assessment can both stimulate the

thinking of the students and inform
the teacher of the existing ideas and
vocabularies from which the teaching
has to start and on which it has to
build.

Formative Assessment in
Scientific Experimentation—
An Example

The following example from the
Lawrence Hall of Science assessment
handbook (Barber et al., 1995) demon-
strates how assessment mechanisms
can enrich science investigations and
provide the teacher with useful
information.  In this illustration,
students are challenged to design and
conduct two experiments to determine
which of three reactants—baking
soda, calcium chloride, and a phenol
red solution (phenol red and water)—
when mixed together produces heat.
The students already have completed
an activity in which they mixed all
three substances.  The students are
expected to refer to their observations
and the results of that first activity.
Box 3-4 illustrates a data sheet used by
the students for the assessment
activity, which provides prompts to
record their experimental design and
observations.  Through this investiga-
tion, the teacher would be able to
assess students’ abilities to do the
following:

• Design a controlled experiment
in which only one ingredient is omit-
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ted, so there is ONLY one difference
between the preliminary reaction and
the comparison reaction.

• Design experiments that will
provide information to help determine
which reactants are necessary to
produce the heat in this reaction.

• Record their experiments,
results, and conclusions using chemi-
cal notation as appropriate.

• Use experiment results and
reasoning skills to draw conclusions
about what causes heat.  (p. 152)

These students were able to arrive
at some part of what would be a
correct conclusion, though the degree
to which the students used logical
reasoning, or supported their conclu-

sions with data, varied widely.  Many
came up with a correct solution but
featured a noncontrol, inadequate
experimental design.  In addition, the
recording of results and observations
was accomplished with varying
degrees of clarity.  Their responses,
and the language they use to describe
and explain observations and phenom-
ena, suggest varying levels of under-
standing of the chemical and physical
changes underlying the reactions.
Because the assessment was designed
primarily to tap scientific investigation
and experimentation skills and under-
standings, other assessments, includ-
ing perhaps follow-up questions,
would be required to make inferences
about their level of conceptual under-

BOX 3-4   Heat Experiments

Describe your first experiment:

What happened?

What can you conclude?

Describe your second experiment:

What happened?

What can you conclude?

What do you think causes the heat?

SOURCE:  Barber et al. (1995).
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standing in the chemical and physical
processes involved with these reactions.

With close examination of the
student work produced in this activity,
teachers were able to gain insight into
abilities, skills, and understandings on
which they then could provide feed-
back to the student.  It also provided
the teacher with information for
additional lessons and activities on
chemical and physical reactions.
Boxes 3-5 through 3-9 offer samples of
this type of student work along with
teacher commentary.

Creating Opportunities

Ongoing, formative assessment
does not solely rely on a small-group
activity structure as in the vignettes.
In a whole-class discussion, teachers
can create opportunities to listen
carefully to student responses as they
reflect on their work, an activity, or an
opportunity to read aloud.  In many
classrooms, for example, teachers ask
students to summarize the day’s
lesson, highlighting what sense they
made of what they did.  This type of
format allows the teacher to hear what
the students are learning from the
activity and offers other students the
opportunity of learning about connec-
tions that they might not have made.

In one East Palo Alto, California,
classroom, the teacher asked two
students at the beginning of the class
to be ready to summarize their activity
at the end.  The class had been study-

ing DNA and had spent the class hour
constructing a DNA model with
colored paper representing different
nucleotide bases.  In their summary,
the students discussed the pairing of
nucleotide bases and held up their
model to show how adenine pairs with
thymine and cytosine pairs with
guanine.  Although they could identify
the parts of the model and discuss the
importance of “fit,” they did not
connect the representative pieces to a
nitrogen base, sugar, and a phosphate
group. When probed, they could
identify deoxyribose and the phos-
phate group by color, but they were
not able to discuss what roles these
subunits played in a DNA helix.  After
hearing their remarks, the teacher
realized that they needed help relating
the generalizations from the model to
an actual strand of DNA, the phenom-
enon they were modeling.  Regardless
of the format—individual, small group,
whole class, project-based, written, or
discussion—teachers have the oppor-
tunity to build in meaningful assess-
ment.  These opportunities should be
considered in curriculum design.

Cultivating Student Involvement
in Assessment

Student participation becomes a
key component of successful assess-
ment strategies at every step: clarify-
ing the target and purpose of assess-
ment, discussing the assessment
methods, deliberating about standards
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BOX 3-5  Sample 1:  JONATHAN

Describe your first experiment:
C.C. + Phenol Red  →  heat

What happened?
produced heat, turned pink

What can you conclude?
Calcium chloride and phenol red make heat

Describe your second experiment:
C.C. + H2O  →  more heat!!

What happened?
produced more heat than first experiment, water turned cloudy,
calcium chloride looked dissolved

What can you conclude?
I conclude that the water and calcium chloride produce the most heat and the phenol red has

nothing to do with making the heat, even though it got hot in the last experiment.

What do you think causes the heat?
I think that the water and the calcium chloride produced the heat.

Areas for Additional Practice
√   using scientific notation to record experiments and results

Jonathan is very systematic in his approach.  He first omits the baking soda and sees what
would happen with a mixture of calcium chloride and phenol red.  Based on his results, he cor-
rectly concludes that calcium chloride and phenol make heat.  He next explores the effect of the
phenol red as he substitutes water for phenol red solution and combines it with calcium chloride.
He makes the astute observation that this reaction is even hotter than the calcium chloride and
phenol red solution and correctly concludes that phenol red does not create the heat.  Rather, he
states that water and calcium chloride produce the heat.  Jonathan uses his own abbreviation for
calcium chloride, C.C. rather than CaCO3, within the context of an equation format to share what
ingredients were combined and the results.

SOURCE:  Barber et al. (1995).
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BOX 3-6 Sample 2:  STEPHANIE

Describe your first experiment:
P.R. + B.S.  →  cold

What happened?
P.R. + B.S. stayed cold.  Changed hot pink.

What can you conclude?
This mixture has nothing to do with the production of heat.

Describe your second experiment:
C.C. + H2O  →  hot

What happened?
The C.C. + H2O became hot.

What can you conclude?
This mixture provided the heat.

What do you think causes the heat?
The C.C. and H2O make heat for sure.  It’s possible that the P.R. when mixed with C.C. would

cause heat, but we know that P.R. is not really a heat maker all by itself or without C.C. because of
the first experiment we did.  And P.R. is really a solution with water so that’s another reason why
water is probably what’s needed, along with C.C. to make heat.  We’d have to try mixing P.R. with
C.C. to see if that gets hot.  I think it would, but I still think that just means that water or a liquid
like water is needed with C.C. to make heat.

Areas for Additional Practice
√ designing controlled experiments
√ using scientific notation to record experiments and results

Stephanie first decides to omit the calcium chloride and combine phenol red and baking soda.
When the reaction’s results are cold, she correctly concludes that this mixture has nothing to do
with the production of heat.  However, she does not control variables in her next experiment, when
she combines calcium chloride and water.  Her decision is based on the following logical, though
faulty reasoning:  If phenol red and baking soda do not produce heat, perhaps the other two
reactants will!  Technically, she should conduct another experiment so all variables are controlled.
However, she considers this in her final conclusion when she discusses the possibility that mixing
phenol red and calcium chloride (which she didn’t try) would result in heat.  She speculates on the
results of this reaction, and goes on to share reasoning for her ultimate conclusion—that water, or
a liquid like water, is needed with calcium chloride to make heat.  Given the limitation of the two
experiments, the combination she first chose, and the fact that she is aware of the weakness of her
experimental design, hers is a good handling of the results.  She implies that she would explore
the unanswered questions if given an opportunity to conduct a third experiment.  Like Jonathan,
Stephanie uses chemical notation of some of her own abbreviations.

SOURCE:  Barber et al. (1995).
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BOX 3-7 Sample 3:  TYLER

Describe your first experiment:
red stuff, CC

What happened?
hot pink, really hot

What can you conclude?
that red and CC  make heat

Describe your second experiment:
water, baking soda, CC

What happened?
fizzed, hot

What can you conclude?
that red stuff does nothing but change color

What do you think causes the heat?
C.C. + water = heat

Areas for Additional Practice
√ keeping clear, detailed records of plans, results and conclusions
√ using scientific notation to record experiments and results

Tyler’s plans, observations, and conclusions are minimally described and he refers to the phenol
red as “red stuff.”  On the other hand, his planning and reasoning show sound scientific thinking.
He first omits baking soda and determines that the phenol red and calcium chloride produce heat.
For his second experiment, he removes the phenol red from the original reaction and mixes baking
soda, calcium chloride and water.  When this mixture also gets hot, he correctly concludes that the
“red stuff” only affects the color, and therefore the calcium chloride and water produce the heat.
At the end, he makes an effort at chemical notation, though he uses an equal sign (=) instead of
an arrow (→ ).

SOURCE:  Barber et al. (1995).
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BOX 3-8 Sample 4: EMILY

Describe your first experiment:
I mixed water, calcium chloride, and baking soda.

What happened?
It fizzed and got hot.  It was hottest where the calcium chloride was.

What can you conclude?
The calcium chloride makes it hot.

Describe your second experiment:
Mixing phenol red and calcium chloride

What happened?
It stayed pink but it got really hot.  It didn’t fizz and the bag didn’t inflate.

What can you conclude?
The calcium chloride needs a liquid to conduct heat.

What do you think causes the heat?
Calcium Chloride

Areas for Additional Practice
√ designing controlled experiments
√ drawing conclusions from experiment results
√ using scientific notation to record experiments and results

Emily substitutes water for phenol red in her first experiment.  She notices the reaction is hottest
near the calcium chloride and thus concludes that the calcium chloride makes it hot.  This is a good
hypothesis, but not a valid conclusion at this point.  A more correct conclusion, based on the
experiment results, is that phenol red does not cause the heat.  Next, Emily combines phenol red
and calcium chloride, a change of two variables in comparison to the last experiment.  This new
reaction also produces heat, but Emily does not conclude that baking soda is unnecessary for the
heat.  Rather, she states that calcium chloride needs a liquid to conduct heat.  This conclusion is not
based on experimental results, and it is only partially correct because aqueous liquids mixed with
calcium chloride cause the heat.  In addition, Emily’s final conclusion (calcium chloride causes the
heat) is incorrect because it omits the addition of water or a water-based liquid.  She also does not
use chemical notation.

SOURCE:  Barber et al. (1995).
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BOX 3-9 Sample 5: KELLY

Describe your first experiment:
B.S. + C.C. + H2O

What happened?
heat, bubbles, color change.

What can you conclude?

Describe your second experiment:
C.C. + phenol red solution

What happened?
turned hot, pink, boiled

What can you conclude?
Is water + C.C. or phenol + C.C.

What do you think causes the heat?
Water + C.C.

Areas for Additional Practice
√ planning experiments that address a particular question
√ designing controlled experiments
√ keeping clear, detailed records of plans, results, and conclusions
√ drawing conclusions from experiment results
√ using scientific notation to record experiments and results

Kelly at first substitutes water for phenol red.  Her observations of the reaction are perceptive,
but she is unable to reach a conclusion.  She then chooses to mix calcium chloride and phenol red
solution.  While technically the variables are controlled between this experiment and the original
reaction—baking soda becomes the test variable—Kelly’s conclusion is that water and calcium
chloride, or phenol red and calcium chloride, cause the heat.  These conclusions are not justified
by her experiments nor is her final conclusion that water plus calcium chloride cause the heat.  Her
recording is minimal, though she does make an attempt to use chemical notation.

SOURCE:  Barber et al. (1995).
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for quality work, reflecting on the
work.  Sharing assessment with
students does not mean that teachers
transfer all responsibility to the
student but rather that assessment is
shaped and refined from day to day
just as teaching is.  For student self-
and peer-assessment to be incorpo-
rated into regular practice requires
cultivation and integration into daily
classroom discourse, but the results
can be well worth the effort.  Black
and Wiliam (1998a) assert, “…self-
assessment by the students is not an
interesting option or luxury; it has to
be seen as essential” (p. 55).  The
student is the one who must take
action to “close” the gap between what
they know and what is expected
(Sadler, 1989).  A teacher can facilitate
this process by providing opportuni-
ties for participation and multiple
points of entry, but students actually
have to take the necessary action.

In the opening vignette, students in
Ms. K’s class are drawing on a range
of data sources, including their own
and classmates’ projects, library
research, and interviews with local
experts.  In preparation for presenta-
tions, the students are encouraged to
make the connection of the small-scale
study they do with plant fertilizer to
the larger local system.  Opportunities
for revisions and regular discussions
of what is good work help to clarify
criteria as well as strengthen connec-
tions and analysis, thus improving
learning. Class discussions around

journal reflections provide important
data for teachers about student
learning and also allow students to
hear connections others have made.

For this transition to occur, peer-
and self-assessment must be inte-
grated into the student’s ways of
thinking.  Such a shift in the concept
of assessment cannot simply be
imposed, any more than any new
concept can be understood without
the student becoming an active
participant in the learning.  Reflection
is a learned skill.  Thus, the teacher
faces the task of helping the student
relate the desired ability to his or her
current ideas about assessing one’s
self and others and how it can affect
learning.  How do students now make
judgments about their own work and
that of others?  How accurate are
these judgments?  How might they be
improved?  Such discussions are
advanced immeasurably through the
examination of actual student work—
initially perhaps by the examination of
the anonymous work of students who
are not members of the class.

Involving students in their own and
peer assessment also helps teachers
share the responsibility of figuring out
where each student is in relation to
the goals or target and also in develop-
ing a useful plan to help students
bridge the gap.  In addition to helping
students learn how to learn, there are
pedagogical payoffs when students
begin to improve their ability to peer-
and self-assess.  Collecting and utiliz-
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ing student data for every student in
the classroom is made much easier
with a classroom of people assisting in
the same task.  With a clearer vision of
peer- and self-assessment and ad-
equate time, teachers can get this help
from their students and in the process
help them to improve the quality of
their own work.

Although there is no one way to
develop peer- and self-assessment
habits in students, successful methods
will involve students in all aspects of
the assessment process, not solely the
grading after an exercise is completed.
If students are expected to effectively
participate in the process, they then
need to be clear on the target and the
criteria for good work, to assess their
own efforts in the light of the criteria,
and to share responsibility in taking
action in the light of feedback.  One
method that has proved successful has
been to ask students to label their
work with red, yellow, or green dots.
Red symbolizes the student’s view that
he or she lacks understanding, green
that he or she has confidence, and
yellow that there appear to be some
difficulties and the student is not sure
about the quality of the response.
These icons convey the same general
meaning of traffic lights and are so
labeled in the class.  This simple
method has proved to be surprisingly
useful with the colored dots serving to
convey at a glance, between student
and teacher and between students and
their peers, who has problems, where

the main problems lie, which students
can help one another, and so on.  The
traffic-light icons can play another
important role, in that they help to
make explicit the “big” concepts and
ideas of a unit.

With a teacher’s help, much useful
work in student groups can start from
assessment tasks: each member of a
group can comment on another’s
homework, or one another’s tests, and
then discuss and defend the basis for
their decisions.  Such discussions
inevitably highlight the criteria for
quality.  The teacher can help to guide
the discussions, especially during the
times in which students have difficulty
helping one another.  Peers can
discuss strengths and areas of weak-
ness after projects and presentations.
Much of the success of peer- and self-
assessment hinges on a classroom
culture where assessment is viewed as
a way to help improve work and where
students accept the responsibility for
learning—that of their own and of
others in their community.

HOW CAN YOU GET THERE?

Much as Ms. K and Ms. R do in the
snapshots of their respective classes,
captured in the vignettes, teachers
continually make decisions about both
the teaching and the learning going on
in their classrooms.  They make
curricular decisions and decide on
experiences they think can help
further students’ understandings.
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They decide when and how to intro-
duce and approach a concept and
determine an appropriate pace.  They
continually monitor levels of interest
and engagement in curricular activity.
They attend to the individual student,
the small group, and the class as a
whole.  If data are collected and used
to inform the teacher and student,
assessment can play a significant role
in all the decisions a teacher makes
about what actions to take next.  A
focus on assessment cuts across
multiple standards areas.  Box 3-10
shows how teaching standards seek to
extend the purview of the teacher.

The teacher is able to see whether
students are struggling with an activity
or concept, whether they have devel-
oped fundamental understandings,
whether they need to revisit a particular
idea or need more practice to develop
particular skills.  Teachers need to
understand the principles of sound
assessment and apply those principles
as a matter of daily routine practice.

With the knowledge gained from
assessment data, a teacher can make
choices.  Thus, assessment serves not
only as a guide to teaching methods
but also to selecting and improving
curriculum to better match the inter-
ests and needs of the students.  Ac-
cording to the Assessment Standards
(NRC, 1996), planning curricula is one
of the primary uses of assessment
data.  Teachers can use assessment
data to make judgments about

• the developmental appropriate-
ness of the science content,

• student interest in the content,
• the effectiveness of activities in

producing the desired learning
outcome,

• the effectiveness of the selected
examples, and

• the understanding and abilities
students must have to benefit from the
selected activities and examples. (p. 87)

Thus assessment data can be used
immediately, as Ms. K does when she
alters upcoming plans, and Ms. R does

BOX 3-10 Assessment in the Teaching
Standards

Teaching Standard C:

Teachers of science engage in ongoing assess-
ment of their teaching and of student learning.  In
doing this, teachers

■ use multiple methods and systematically
gather data about student understanding and ability;

■ analyze assessment data to guide teaching;
■ guide students in self-assessment;
■ use student data, observations of teaching,

and interactions with colleagues to reflect on and
improve teaching practice; and

■ use student data, observations of teaching,
and interactions with colleagues to report student
achievement and opportunities to learn to students,
teachers, parents, policy makers, and the general
public.

SOURCE:  NRC (1996).
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when she decides her students are
ready to move on to the next stage of
activity.  The data also are useful when
the teachers cover the material again
the following year.

Assessment Should Be
Consistent with Pedagogy

For the data to be useful in guiding
instructional decisions, the assess-
ment methods should be consistent
with the desired pedagogy.  Thus,
assessment takes into consideration
process as well as outcomes and
products and the instruction and
activities that lead to those ends.  Only
if assessments in science classrooms
can more closely approximate the
vision of science education teaching
and learning can they inform the
teacher’s work in trying to implement
the emphasis in the Standards on
students actively doing science.

Use of Assessment Data

The extent to which any assess-
ment data inform teaching and influ-
ence learning depends in a large part
on use.  Assessment-generated data do
little good in the head of the teacher,
in the grade book, or by failing to
inform future decisions, such as
selecting curricula, planning class
time or having conversations with
students.  Teachers must use it to
adapt their teaching to meet the needs
of their students.  In other words, just

as teaching shapes assessment,
assessment shapes teaching.  The
success of formative assessment
hinges in large part on how the
information is put to use.

With rich assessment data, a
teacher can begin to develop possible
explanations about what the difficul-
ties might be for the student.  If some
pedagogical approach did not work
the first time, is it likely to be more
effective when repeated?  Or, is some
new approach required?  Might other
resources be provided?  Setting
subgoals is another strategy that is
often effective.  The student is encour-
aged to take smaller steps toward
learning a particular concept or skill.

Peer instruction is another ap-
proach that can sometimes work in
helping students reach a learning or
performance target.  If a teacher
notices that one student seems to
understand (for example, by display-
ing a green “traffic light”) while
another does not, the one who under-
stands might help the one who does
not.  Students occasionally can assist
one another because they themselves
may have overcome a similar diffi-
culty.  Most all teachers use this
technique from time to time during
class discussion when they encourage
the entire group to help a student who
clearly is having difficulty.  The same
principle can operate with just two
students working cooperatively when
one may have just figured out the
desired response and can explain it to
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the other.  Ms. R brought in sixth
graders to assist her third graders
while they made instruments.  Even
though help was provided to handle
materials and supplies, the older
students also could have been more
vocal in the design and construction of
the instruments.

Assessment Data Management

Although teachers make assess-
ments all the time, it is important that
they develop a system for gathering
data about student understanding and
progress.  This way, no child is over-
looked and teachers can be sure that
they focus on what they think are the
most important learning goals and
outcomes.  The specific system
certainly can vary, depending on a
teacher’s experience and preferences
in gathering such information.

Relying on memory can be difficult
with more than 150 students, with
many activities, interactions, and
observations and over the course of
many months before summative
evaluations call for the use of such
information.  One teacher might carry
a clipboard while circulating around
the room to record comments and
observations.  Each student has an
index card on which to write questions
or request an opportunity to speak
with the teacher rather than to inter-
rupt.  Each day, the teacher observes
a handful of students at work but this
does not prevent the recording of

information from conversations
overheard in the room.  This method
of collecting data not only helps to
organize the teaching but also serves
as pertinent information when talking
with parents and students.  In a review
of the relevant research in this area,
Fuchs and Fuchs (1986) reported that
student achievement gains were
significantly larger (twice the effect
size) when teachers used a regular
and systematic method for recording
and interpreting assessment data and
providing feedback as compared to
when they made spontaneous decisions.

In addition to making good use of
the data, keeping good records of day-
to-day assessments also is important
for summative purposes.  When
meeting with parents or students, it is
helpful to have notes of concrete
examples and situations to help
convey a point.  Good records also can
serve to address issues of accountabil-
ity, a topic that will be discussed in the
next chapter.

THE EQUITY PRINCIPLE

The Standards were written with
the belief that all students should be
expected to strive for and to achieve
high standards.  According to the
Standards, in addition to being devel-
opmentally appropriate, “assessment
tasks must be set in a variety of
contexts, be engaging to students with
different interests and experiences,
and must not assume the perspective
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or experience of a particular gender,
racial or ethnic group” (p. 86).  The
corresponding principle in classroom
assessment is clear: Assessment is
equitable and fair, supporting all
students in their quest for high
standards.

Equity issues are difficult to grapple
with and arise at all levels of the
education system and in all compo-
nents of any program.  All partici-
pants—teachers, students, administra-
tors, curriculum developers, parents—
are called upon to share the belief that
all students can learn, and this
premise needs to infuse all aspects of
classroom life. Focusing on equity in
classroom assessment is one part of
the challenge.

For years, assessment has been
used to sort and place students in
such a way that all students do not
have access to quality science pro-
grams (Darling-Hammond, 1994;
Oakes, 1985, 1990).  Depending on the
form assessment takes and how the
ensuing data are used, assessment can
be a lever for high-quality science
education for all rather than an ob-
stacle.  In research conducted by
White and Frederiksen (1998) where
students engaged in peer- and self-
assessment strategies, traditionally
low-attaining students demonstrated
the most notable improvement.

Frequent and immediate feedback
to students based on careful attention
to daily activity—including student
work, observations, participation in

conversations and discussions—can
provide teachers and students with
valuable information.  If this informa-
tion is used in a manner that informs
students about standards for improve-
ment and how to attain them, it also
can help support all students to
achieve their potential.

Assessing students engaged in
meaningful activities can promote
equity in several other respects as
well.  For one, teachers can help
create a setting where assessment-
related activities engage students in
experiences that help them synthesize
information, integrate experiences,
reflect on learning, and make broader
connections.  Through their regular
journal reflections, the students in Ms.
K’s class reflected on their learning,
making connections between their
particular project and the local ecosys-
tem.  Assessments and assessment-
related conversations can help make
explicit to all students standards of
quality work, make clearer the connec-
tions among seemingly unrelated
content, concepts, and skills, and
provide a scaffold for ongoing student
self-assessment (Cole et al., 1999).
Misunderstandings of the task or the
context, misconceptions about the
nature of the task, or difficulties with
the language used, can be brought to
light and dealt with, often by students
helping one another.

 Some people believe that the
different roles a teacher plays with
respect to assessment perpetuates
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inequitable treatment.  In any personal
relationship, few of us succeed in
treating all of our acquaintances with
equal consideration.  We may be
predisposed by their color, their
gender, the way they talk, their social
class, whether they respond to us in a
warm or in a distant way, and much
more.  All teachers face such issues as
they respond to their students as
individuals. Formative assessment
requires a close and often personal
response.  A student’s answer to a
question may seem strange or not well
thought out.  Sometimes such reac-
tions may be justified, but sometimes
they are prejudgments that may be
unfair to the student.  In particular, if a
student is treated dismissively, then
sees another student making a similar
response treated with respect, he may
be unlikely to try again.  So the first
and hardest part of treating students
equitably is to try to treat all students
with the same respect and serious-
ness.  In particular, the idea that
everyone has a fixed IQ, that some are
bright and some are not, and there is
nothing one can do about it, can be
very destructive of the kind of interac-
tion necessary between teacher and
student to advance learning.  If a
teacher really thinks in this way, it is
highly probable that such an attitude
will be conveyed, directly or indirectly,
to the student.  In the case of one
pigeonholed as less “intelligent,” the
student might believe that this is a true
judgment and therefore stop trying.

A different problem that leads to
inequity in teaching is associated with
problems of “disclosure,” the techni-
cal label for the challenge of assuring
that a student understands the
context in which a question is framed
and interprets the demand of the
question in the way that the teacher
intended.  Some of these problems
are associated with the language of a
question or task.  For example, both
vocabulary and oral style differ
among children so the teacher may
communicate far more effectively
with students from one socioeco-
nomic or ethnic background than
with those from another background.
Many class questions or homework
tasks are set in what are assumed to
be realistic settings, often on the
assumption that this will be more
accessible than one set in abstract.
One student’s familiar setting, for
example, a holiday drive in a car, may
be uncommon for another family that
cannot afford a car, or even a holiday.
Ironically, some research has shown
that questions set in “everyday”
settings open up wider differences in
response between students in
advantaged compared with disadvan-
taged backgrounds than the same
questions set in abstract contexts
(Cooper & Dunne, 2000).

These problems of “disclosure,”
and the broader problems of bias in
testing have been studied from many
aspects in relation to summative tests,
especially where these are developed
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and scored externally from the school.
Although such external tests are not
subject to the risks of bias at a per-
sonal, one-on-one level, this advantage
may be offset because a teacher might
see that a student does not understand
a question and can rephrase to over-
come the obstacle, the external grader
or machine cannot.

Some people caution against
complications associated with the
multiple roles that teachers play in
assessment, including that of both
judge and jury.  They see this subjec-
tivity as a threat to the validity of the
assessment.  They point to a study
that examined the effects of expecta-
tions on human judgment (Rosenthal
& Jacobsen, 1968). Teachers were
provided contrived information that a
handful of students showed excep-
tional promise, when in actuality they
were no different from the others.
When questioned several months
later about those students’ progress,
the teacher reported that they ex-
celled and progressed more than
their classmates.  One of the basic
claims made by the researchers in
this study was that the teacher
fulfilled the “exceptional-promise”
expectation.  In efforts to try to
overcome or at least abate inherent
bias that results in inequitable treat-
ment, teachers, and all those working
with students, need to be examined
and keep a check on the bias that
enters into their own questioning,
thinking, and responses.

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

To some, issues of validity and
reliability are at the heart of assess-
ment discussions.  Although these
considerations come into play most
often in connection with large-scale
assessment activities, technical issues
are important to consider for all
assessments including those that
occur each day in the classroom
(American Educational Research
Association, American Psychological
Association, & National Council on
Measurement and Education, 1999).
Though principles stay the same,
operationally they mean and look
different for formative and summative
purposes of assessment.

Issues of validity center on whether
an assessment is measuring or captur-
ing what is intended for measure or
capture.  Validity has many dimen-
sions, three of which include content
validity, construct validity, and instruc-
tional validity.  Content validity con-
cerns the degree to which an assess-
ment measures the intended content
area.  Construct validity refers to the
degree to which an assessment
measures the intended construct or
ability.  For example, the Standards
outline the abilities and understand-
ings necessary to do scientific inquiry.
For an assessment to make valid
claims about a student’s ability to
conduct inquiry, the assessment
would need to assess the range or
abilities and understandings com-
prised in the construct of inquiry.
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Finally, an assessment has instruc-
tional validity if the content matches
what was actually taught.  Questions
concerning these different forms of
validity need to be addressed indepen-
dently, although they are often related.
Messick (1989) offers another per-
spective on validity.  His definition
begins with an examination of the
uses of an assessment and from there
derives the technical requirements.
Validity, as he defines it, is “an inte-
grated evaluative judgment of the
degree to which empirical evidence
and theoretical rationales support the
adequacy and appropriateness of
inferences and actions based on test
scores or other modes of assessment”
[italics added] (p. 13).  Thus, validity
in his view is a property of conse-
quences and use rather than of the
actual assessment.  Messick’s (1994)
use of validity stresses the importance
of weighing social consequences:
“Test validity and social values are
intertwined and that evaluation of
intended and unintended conse-
quences of any testing is integral to
the validations of test, interpretation
and use” (p. 19).  Validity, he argued,
needs evidentiary grounding, includ-
ing evidence of what happens as a
result.  Moss (1996) urges that actions
taken based on interpretation of
assessment data and that conse-
quences of those actions be consid-
ered as evidence to warrant validity.

Attention to issues of validity is
important in the type of ongoing

classroom assessment discussed thus
far in this chapter.  It is important to
keep in mind the guideline that says
that assessments should match
purpose.  When gathering data,
teachers and students need to con-
sider if the information accurately
represents what they wish to summa-
rize, corresponds with subject matter
taught, and reflects any unintended
social consequences that result from
the assessment.  Invalid formative
assessment can lead to the wrong
corrective action, or to neglect action
where it is needed.  Issues relating to
validity are discussed further in
Chapter 4.

Reliability refers to generalizability
across tasks.  Usually, it is a necessary
but not complete requirement for
validity.  Moss (1996) makes a case
that reliability is not a necessity for
classroom assessment.  She argues for
the value of classroom teachers’
special contextualized knowledge and
the integrative interpretations they
can make. Research literature ac-
knowledges that over time, in the
context of numerous performances,
concerns of replicability and
generalizability become less of an
issue (Linn & Burton, 1994; Messick,
1994).  Messick states that dropping
reliability as a prerequisite for validity
may be “feasible in assessment for
instructional improvement occurring
frequently throughout the course of
teaching or in appraisals of extensive
portfolios” (p. 15).
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For formative assessments, con-
straints on reliability are handled
differently though still important to
consider (Wiliam & Black, 1996).  If
assessment takes place all the time, a
teacher can elicit information that
suggests that a previous assessment
and judgment was not representative
of performance.  Teachers are in the
position of being able to sample
student performance repeatedly over
time, thus permitting assessment-
based judgments to be adjusted and
evolve over a long period of time,
leading to confident conclusions.

Teachers, however, must remain
open to continually challenging and
revising their previously held judg-
ments about student performance.
Research suggests that teachers often
look for evidence that affirms their
own performance (Airasian, 1991) and
do not easily modify judgments on
individual student achievement
(Goldman, 1996; Rosenbaum, 1980).

Although teachers do have a “special-
observer” perspective from which they
have access to information not gener-
ated by way of a test, consideration of
technical criteria should remind
teachers that careful documentation and
systematic observation of all students
is necessary to achieve an equitable
classroom environment.  Assessment
data should be “triangulated,” or drawn
from multiple sources, to reduce the
possible bias that may be introduced
by any one particular method of
obtaining and interpreting evidence.

Thinking in Terms of
the Classroom

Thus far, this chapter has provided
a menu of strategies and principles for
teachers to consider when designing
and implementing a classroom assess-
ment system organized around the
goals of improved student work.  As
noted previously, no one system or
collection of strategies will serve all
teachers.  When choosing among the
many available assessment approaches,
the following general selection guide-
lines may be of use.  For one, assess-
ments should be aligned with cur-
ricular goals, and should be consistent
with pedagogy.  Because a single piece
of work or performance will not
capture the complete story of student
understanding, assessments should
draw from a variety of sources.  On a
related note, students should be
provided with multiple opportunities
to demonstrate understanding, perfor-
mance, or current thinking.  Assess-
ments can be most powerful when
students are involved in the process,
not solely as responders or reactors.
Also when designing and selecting
assessment, a teacher should consider
his or her personal style.  Lastly,
assessments should be feasible.  With
large class sizes and competing
priorities, some teachers may find it
impractical to employ certain practices.

Although any classroom activity
can be modified to also serve as an
assessment, the data must be fed
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back into teaching and learning for the
assessment to be effective. To the
extent that a teacher’s decisions and
judgments are informed by the infor-
mation they glean from their students—
for example, through observations,
class discussions, conversations,
written comments, reflections, journals,
tests, quizzes, and presentations—
teachers can base decisions on under-
standings of their students and signifi-
cantly support their learning.

Unfortunately, there are often
competing needs and demands on
teachers. Teachers have little choice
but to juggle the different purposes of
assessment in effort to create some
coherent system that can best satisfy
the different, and often competing,
assessment aims.  Because they are
stretched thin with resources and
time, teachers need support in helping
them realize the potential of this type
of assessment.  We turn to this chal-
lenge in Chapters 5 and 6.

KEY POINTS

• To be effective as assessment that
improves teaching and learning, the

information generated from the
activity must be used in such a way as
to inform the teacher and/or her
students in helping decide what to do
next.

• It is important for teachers to
have clear performance criteria in
mind before they assess student work
and responses.  These should be
conveyed to students.

• Form and content of assessment
should be consistent with the intended
purpose.

• Student participation becomes a
key component of successful assess-
ment strategies at every step.  If
students are expected to effectively
participate in the process, then they
need to be clear on the target and the
criteria for good work, to assess their
own efforts in light of the criteria, and
to share responsibility in taking action
in light of feedback.

• Assessments should be equitable
and fair, supporting all students in
their quest for high standards.  Thus,
technical issues are important to
consider for all assessments, including
those that occur each day in the
classroom.
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4
The Relationship

Between Formative and
Summative Assessment—

In the Classroom and Beyond

Teachers inevitably are respon-
sible for assessment that requires
them to report on student progress to
people outside their own classrooms.
In addition to informing and support-
ing instruction, assessments commu-
nicate information to people at
multiple levels within the school
system, serve numerous accountabil-
ity purposes, and provide data for
placement decisions.  As they juggle
these varied purposes, teachers take
on different roles.  As coach and
facilitator, the teacher uses formative
assessment to help support and
enhance student learning.  As judge
and jury, the teacher makes
summative judgments about a
student’s achievement at a specific
point in time for purposes of place-
ment, grading, accountability, and

informing parents and future teachers
about student performance.  Often in
our current system, all of the pur-
poses and elements of assessment are
not mutually supportive, and can even
be in conflict.  What seems effective
for one purpose may not serve, or
even be compatible with, another.
Review Table 2-1 in Chapter 2.

The previous chapters have focused
primarily on the ongoing formative
assessment teachers and students
engage in on a daily basis to enhance
student learning.  This chapter briefly
examines summative assessment that
is usually prescribed by a local,
district, or state agency, as it occurs
regularly in the classroom and as it
occurs in large-scale testing.  The
chapter specifically looks at the
relationship between formative and

This chapter discusses the relationships between formative and summative
assessments—both in the classroom and externally.  In addition to teachers, site-
and district-level administrators and decision makers are target audiences.
External test developers also may be interested.
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summative assessment and considers
how inherent tensions between the
different purposes of assessment may
be mitigated.

HOW CAN SUMMATIVE
ASSESSMENT SERVE THE
STANDARDS?

The range of understanding and skill
called for in the Standards acknowl-
edges the complexity of what it means
to know, to understand, and to be able
to do in science. Science is not solely a
collection of facts, nor is it primarily a
package of procedural skills.  Content
understanding includes making
connections among various concepts
with which scientists work, then using
that information in specific context.
Scientific problem-solving skills and
procedural knowledge require work-
ing with ideas, data, and equipment in
an environment conducive to investi-
gation and experimentation.  Inquiry, a
central component of the Standards,
involves asking questions, planning,
designing and conducting experi-
ments, analyzing and interpreting
data, and drawing conclusions.

If the Standards are to be realized,
summative as well as formative
assessment must change to encom-
pass these goals.  Assessment for a
summative purpose (for example,
grading, placement, and accountabil-
ity) should provide students with the
opportunity to demonstrate conceptual
understanding of the important ideas

of science, to use scientific tools and
processes, to apply their understand-
ing of these important ideas to solve
new problems, and to draw on what
they have learned to explain new
phenomena, think critically, and make
informed decisions (NRC, 1996).  The
various dimensions of knowing in
science will require equally varied
assessment strategies, as different
types of assessments capture different
aspects of learning and achievement
(Baxter & Glaser, 1998; Baxter &
Shavelson, 1994; Herman, Gearhart, &
Baker, 1993; Ruiz-Primo & Shavelson,
1996; Shavelson, Baxter, & Pine, 1991;
Shavelson & Ruiz-Primo, 1999).

FORMS OF SUMMATIVE
ASSESSMENT IN THE
CLASSROOM

As teachers fulfill their different
roles as assessors, tensions between
formative and summative purposes of
assessment can be significant (Bol and
Strange, 1996). However, teachers
often are in the position of being able
to tailor assessments for both
summative and formative purposes.

Performance Assessments

Any activity undertaken by a student
provides an opportunity for an assess-
ment of the student’s performance.
Performance assessment often implies
a more formal assessment of a student
as he or she engages in a performance-
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based activity or task. Students are
often provided with apparatus and are
expected to design and conduct an
investigation and communicate
findings during a specified period of
time.  For example, students may be
given the appropriate material and
asked to investigate the preferences of
sow bugs for light and dark, and dry
or damp environments (Shavelson,
Baxter, & Pine, 1991).  Or, a teacher
could observe while students design
and conduct water-quality tests on a
given sample of water to determine
what variables the students measure,
and what those variables indicate to
them, and how they explain variable
interaction. Observations can be
complemented by assessing the
resultant products, including data
sheets, graphs, and analysis.  In some
cases, computer simulations can
replace actual materials and journals
in which students include results,
interpretations, and conclusions can
serve as proxies for observers
(Shavelson, Baxter, & Pine, 1991).

By their nature, these types of
assessments differ in a variety of ways
from the conventional types of assess-
ments.  For one, they provide students
with opportunities to demonstrate
different aspects of scientific knowl-
edge (Baxter & Shavelson, 1994;
Baxter, Elder, & Glaser, 1996; Ruiz-
Primo & Shavelson, 1996).  In the sow
bug investigation, for example, stu-
dents have the opportunity to demon-
strate their ability to design and

conduct an experiment (Baxter &
Shavelson, 1994).  The investigation of
water quality highlights procedural
knowledge as well as the content
knowledge necessary to interpret
tests, recognize and explain relation-
ships, and provide analysis.  Because
of the numerous opportunities to
observe students at work and examine
their products, performance assess-
ments can be closely aligned with
curriculum and pedagogy.

Portfolios

Duschl and Gitomer (1997) have
conducted classroom-based research
on portfolios as an assessment tool to
document progress and achievement
and to contribute to a supportive
learning environment.  They found that
many aspects of the portfolio and the
portfolio process provided assessment
opportunities that contributed to
improved work through feedback,
conversations about content and
quality, and other assessment-relevant
discussions.  The collection also can
serve to demonstrate progress and
inform and support summative evalua-
tions.  The researchers document the
challenges as well as the successes of
building a learning environment
around portfolio assessment.  They
suggest that the relationship between
assessment and instruction requires
reexamination so that information
gathered from student discussions can
be used for instructional purposes.  For
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this purpose, a teacher’s conception
and depth of subject-matter knowledge
need to be developed and cultivated so
that assessment criteria derive from
what is considered important in the
scientific field that is being studied,
rather than from poorly connected
pieces of discrete information.

Researchers at Harvard’s Graduate
School of Education (Seidel, Walters,
Kirby, Olff, Powell, Scripp, &
Veenema, 1997) suggest that the
following elements be included in any
portfolio system:

• collection of student work that
demonstrates what students have
learned and understand;

• an extended time frame to allow
progress and effort to be captured;

• structure or organizing prin-
ciples to help organize as well as
interpret and analyze; and

• student involvement in not only
the selection of the materials but also
in the reflection and assessment.

An example for the contents for a
portfolio of a science project could be
as follows:

• the brainstorming notes that lead
to the project concept;

• the work plan that the student
followed as a result of a time line;

• the student log that records
successes and difficulties;

• review of actual research results;
• photograph of finished project; and
• student reflection on the overall

project (p. 32).

Using Traditional Tests
Differently

Certain kinds of traditional assess-
ments that are used for summative
purposes contain useful information
for teachers and students, but these
assessments are usually too infre-
quent, come too late for action, and
are too coarse-grained.  Some of the
activities in these summative assess-
ments provide questions and proce-
dures that might, in a different con-
text, be useful for formative purposes.
For example, rescheduling summative
assessments can contribute to their
usefulness to teachers and students
for formative purposes.  Tests that are
given before the end of a unit can
provide both teacher and student with
useful information on which to act
while there is still opportunity to
revisit areas where students were not
able to perform well.  Opportunities
for revisions on tests or any other type
of assessment give students another
chance to work through, think about,
and come to understand an area they
did not fully understand or clearly
articulate the previous time.  In
reviewing for a test, or preparing for
essay questions, students can begin to
make connections between aspects of
subject matter that they may not have
related previously to one another.
Sharing designs before an experiment
gets under way during a peer-assess-
ment session gives each student a
chance to comment on and to improve
his or her own investigation as well as
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those of their classmates.  When
performed as a whole class, reviewing
helps make explicit to all students the
key concepts to be covered.

Selected response and written
assessments, homework, and
classwork all serve as valuable assess-
ment activities as part of a teacher’s
repertoire if used appropriately.  The
form that the assessment takes should
coincide with careful consideration of
the intended purpose.  Again, the use

of the data generated by and through
the assessment is important so that it
feeds back into the teaching and
learning.

As shown in Table 4-1, McTighe
and Ferrara (1998) provide a useful
framework for selecting assessment
approaches and methods.  The table
accents the range of common assess-
ments available to teachers.  Although
their framework serves all subject-
matter areas, the wide variety of

Selected-
Response Format Constructed-Response Format

Brief Constructed
Response Performance-Based Assessment

Process-
Focused

Product Performance Assessment

TABLE 4-1   Framework of Assessment Approaches and Methods

HOW MIGHT WE ASSESS STUDENT LEARNING IN THE CLASSROOM?

■ Multiple-choice
■ True-false
■ Matching
■ Enhanced multiple

choice

■ Fill in the blank
■ Word(s)
■ Phrase(s)
■ Short answer
■ Sentence(s)
■ Paragraphs
■ Label a diagram
■ “Show your work”
■ Visual representa-

tion
■ Essay

■ Research  paper
■ Story/play
■ Poem
■ Portfolio
■ Art exhibit
■ Science project
■ Model
■ Video/audiotape
■ Spreadsheet
■ Lab report

■ Oral presentation
■ Dance/movement
■ Science lab

demonstration
■ Athletic skill

performance
■ Dramatic reading
■ Enactment

■ Debate
■ Musical recital
■ Keyboarding
■ Teach-a-lesson
■ Oral questioning
■ Observation (“kid

watching”)
■ Interview
■ Conference
■ Process description
■ “Think aloud”
■ Learning log

SOURCE: McTighe and Ferrara (1998).
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assessments and assessment-rich
activities could be applicable for
assessments in a science classroom.

GRADING AND
COMMUNICATING
ACHIEVEMENT

One common summative purpose of
assessment facing most teachers is
the need to communicate information
on student progress and achievement
to parents, school board officials,
members of the community, college
admissions officers.  In addition to
scores from externally mandated tests,
teacher-assigned grades traditionally
serve this purpose.

A discussion in Chapter 2 defends
the use of descriptive, criterion-based
feedback as opposed to numerical
scoring (8/10) or grades (B).  A study
cited (Butler, 1987) showed that the
students who demonstrated the
greatest improvement were the ones
who received detailed comments
(only) on their returned pieces of
work.  However, grading and similar
practices are the reality for the major-
ity of teachers.  How might grading be
used to best support student learning?

Though they are the primary
currency of our current summative-
assessment system, grades typically
carry little meaning because they
reduce a great deal of information to a
single letter.  Furthermore, there is
often little agreement between the
difference between an A and a B, a B

and a C, a D and an F or what is
required for a particular letter grade
(Loyd & Loyd, 1997).

Grades may symbolize achieve-
ment, yet they often incorporate other
factors as well, such as work habits,
which may or may not be related to
level of achievement.  They are often
used to reward or motivate students to
display certain behaviors (Loyd &
Loyd, 1997).  Without a clear under-
standing of the basis for the grade, a
single letter often will provide little
information on how work can be
improved.  As noted previously,
grades will only be as meaningful as
the underlying criteria and the quality
of assessment that produced them.

A single-letter grade or the score on
an end-of-unit test does not make
student progress explicit, nor does
either provide students and teachers
with information that might further
their understandings or inform their
learning.  A “C” on a project or on a
report card indicates that a student
did not do exemplary work, but
beyond that, there is plenty of room
for interpretation and ambiguity.  Did
the student show thorough content
understanding but fall short in presen-
tation?  Did the student not convey
clear ideas? Or did the student not
provide adequate explanation of why a
particular phenomenon occurred?
Without any information about these
other dimensions, a single-letter grade
does not provide specific guidance
about how work can be improved.
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Surrounded by ambiguity, a letter
grade without discussion and an
understanding of what it constitutes
does little to provide useful information
to the student, or even give an indica-
tion of the level of performance.  Thus,
when a teacher establishes criteria for
individual assessments and makes
them explicit to students, they also
need to do so for grading criteria.  The
criteria also should be clear to those
who face interpreting them, such as
parents and future teachers, and
incorporate priorities and goals impor-
tant  to science as a school subject area.

Careful documentation can allow
formative assessments to be used for
summative purposes.  The manner in
which summative assessments are
reported helps determine whether
they can be easily translated for
formative purposes—especially by the
student, teacher, and parents.  In the
vignette in Chapter 3, a middle school
science teacher confers with students
as they engage in an ongoing investi-
gation.  She keeps written notes of
these exchanges as well as from the
observations she makes of the students
at work.  When it is time for this
teacher to assign student grades for
the project, she can refer to these
notes to provide concrete examples as
evidence.  Using ongoing assessments
to inform summative evaluations is
particularly important for inquiry-
based work, which cannot be captured
in most one-time tests.  Many teachers
give students the opportunity to make

test corrections or provide other
means for students to demonstrate
that they understand material previ-
ously not mastered.  Documenting
these types of changes over time will
show progress and can be used as
evidence of understanding for
summative purposes.

Teachers face the challenge of
overcoming the common obstacle of
assigning classroom grades and points
in such a way that they drive class-
room activity to the detriment of other,
often more informative and useful,
types of assessment that foster stan-
dards-based goals.  Grading practices
can be modified, however, so that they
adhere to acceptable standards for
summative assessments and at the
same time convey important informa-
tion that can be used to improve work
in a way that is relatively easy to read
and understand.  Mark Wilson and
colleagues at the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, have devised one such
plan for the assessment system
designed for the SEPUP (Science
Education for Public Understanding
Program) middle school science
curriculum (Wilson & Sloane, 1999;
Roberts, Wilson, & Draney, 1997;
Wilson & Draney, 1997).

The SEPUP assessment system
serves as an example of possible
alternatives to the traditional, current
single-letter grade scheme.  As shown
in Table 4-2, the SEPUP assessment
blueprint indicates that a single
assessment will not capture all of the
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TABLE 4-2   SEPUP Assessment Blueprint

SOURCE: Science Education for Public Understanding Program (1995).
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TABLE 4-2   Continued

SOURCE: Science Education for Public Understanding Program (1995).
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skills and content desired in any
particular curricular unit.  However,
teachers do not need to be concerned
about getting all the assessment
information they need at a single time
with any single assessment.

By using the same scale for the
entire unit, the SEPUP assessment
system allows teachers to obtain
evidence about the students’ progress.
Without the context or criteria that the
SEPUP scoring guide (Table 4-3)

provides, a score of “2” on an assess-
ment, could be interpreted as inad-
equate, even if the scale is 0-4.  How-
ever, as the scoring guide indicates, in
this example, a “2” represents a
worthwhile step on the road to earn-
ing a score of “4”.  In practice, the
specific areas that need additional
attention are conveyed in the scoring
guide, thus a student could receive a
“2” as feedback and know what they
need to do to improve the piece of

TABLE 4-3   SEPUP Scoring Guide

SOURCE: Science Education for Public Understanding Program (1995).
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work.  The scoring guide also can
provide summative assessments at any
given point.

The SEPUP assessment system
provides one such example, but
teachers can employ other forms of
assessment that capture progress as
well as achievement at a specific point
in time.  Keyed to standards and goals,
such systems can be strong on mean-
ing for teachers and students and still
convey information to different levels
of the system in a relatively straight-
forward and plausible manner that is
readily understood. Teachers can use
the standards or goals to help guide
their own classroom assessments and
observations and also to help them
support work or learning in a particu-
lar area where sufficient achievement
has not been met.

Devising a criterion-based scale to
record progress and make summative
judgments poses difficulties of its own.
The levels of specificity involved in
subdividing a domain to assure that
the separate elements together
represent the whole is a crucial and
demanding task (Wiliam, 1996).  This
becomes an issue whether consider-
ing performance assessments or
ongoing assessment data and needs to
be articulated in advance of when
students engage in activities
(Quellmalz, 1991; Gipps, 1994).

Specific guidelines for the construc-
tion and selection of test items are not
offered in this document.  Test design
and selection are certainly important

aspects of a teacher’s assessment
responsibility and can be informed by
the guidelines and discussions pre-
sented in this document (see also
Chapter 3).  Item-writing recommen-
dations and other test specifications
are topics of a substantial body of
existing literature (for practitioner-
relevant discussions, see Airasian,
1991; Cangelosi, 1990; Cunningham,
1997; Doran, Chan, and Tamir, 1998;
Gallagher, 1998; Gronlund, 1998;
Stiggins, 2001).  Appropriate design,
selection, interpretation and use of
tests and assessment data were
emphasized in the joint effort of the
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT), the National Council on
Measurement in Education (NCME),
and the National Education Associa-
tion (NEA) to specify pedagogical
skills necessary for effective assess-
ment (AFT, NCME, & NEA, 1990).

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY IN
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENTS

Regardless of what form a sum-
mative assessment takes or when it
occurs, teachers need to keep in mind
validity and reliability, two important
technical elements of both classroom-
level assessments and external or
large-scale assessments (AERA, APA,
& NCME, 1999).  These concepts also
are discussed in Chapter 3.

Validity and reliability are judged
using different criteria, although the
two are related.  Validity has different
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dimensions, including content (does
the assessment measure the intended
content area?), construct (does the
assessment measure the intended
construct or ability?) and instructional
(was the material on the assessment
taught?).  It is important to consider
the uses of assessment and the
appropriateness of resulting infer-
ences and actions as well (Messick,
1989).  Reliability has to do with
generalizing across tasks (is this a
generalizable measure of student
performance?) and can involve vari-
ability in performance across tasks,
between settings, as well as in the
consistency of scoring or grading.

What these terms mean operation-
ally varies slightly for the kinds of
assessments that occur each day in the
classroom and in the form of externally
designed exams.  For example, the
ongoing classroom assessment that
relies on immediate feedback provides
different types of opportunities for
follow-up when compared to a typical
testing situation where follow-up
questioning for clarification or to
ensure proper interpretation on the
part of the respondent usually is not
possible (Wiliam & Black, 1996).  The
dynamic nature of day-to-day teaching
affords teachers with opportunities to
make numerous assessments, take
relevant action, and to amend decisions
and evaluations if necessary and with
time.  Wiliam and Black (1996) write,
“the fluid action of the classroom,
where rapid feedback is important,

optimum validity depends upon the
self-correcting nature of the conse-
quent action” (pp. 539-540).

With a single-test score, especially
from a test administered at the end of
the school year, a teacher does not
have the opportunity to follow a
response with another question, either
to determine if the previous question
had been misinterpreted or to probe
misunderstandings for diagnostic
reasons.  With a standardized test,
where on-the-spot interpretation of the
student’s response by the teacher and
follow-up action is impossible, the
context in which responses are
developed is ignored.  Measures of
validity are decontextualized, depend-
ing almost entirely on the collection
and nature of the actual test items.
More important, all users of assess-
ment data (teachers, administrators
and policy makers) need to be aware
of what claims they make about a
student’s understanding and the
consequential action based on any one
assessment.

Relying on a variety of assessments,
in both form and what is being as-
sessed, will go a long way to ensuring
validity.  Much of what is called for in
the standards, such as inquiry, cannot
be assessed in many of the multiple-
choice, short-answer, or even two-hour
performance assessments that are
currently employed.  Reliability,
though more straightforward, may be
more difficult to ensure than validity.
On external tests, even when scorers
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are carefully calibrated (or done by a
machine), variations in a student’s
performance from day to day, or from
question to question, poses threats to
reliability.

Viable systems that command the
same confidence as the current
summative system but are free of
many of the inherent conflicts and
contradictions are necessary to make
decisions psychometrically sound.
The confidence that any assessment
can demand will depend, in large part,
on both reliability and validity (Baron,
1991; Black, 1997).  As Box 4-1 indi-
cates, there are some basic questions
to be asked of both teacher-made and
published assessments.  Teachers
need to consider the technical aspect
of the summative assessments they
use in the classroom.  They also
should look for evidence that dis-
proves earlier judgments and make
necessary accommodations.  Like-
wise, they should be looking for
further assessment data that could
help them to support their students’
learning.

LARGE-SCALE, EXTERNAL
ASSESSMENT—THE
CURRENT SYSTEM AND
NEED FOR REFORM

Large-scale assessments at the
district, state and national levels are
conducted for different purposes: to
formulate policy, monitor the effects of
policies and enforce them, make

comparisons, monitor progress
towards goals, evaluate programs, and
for accountability purposes (NRC,
1996).  As a key element in the suc-
cess of education-improvement
systems, accountability has become
one of the most important issues in
educational policy today (NRC,
1999b).  Accountability is a means by
which policy makers at the state and
district levels—and parents and
taxpayers—monitor the performance
of students and schools.

Most states use external assess-
ments for accountability purposes
(Bernauer & Cress, 1997).  These

BOX 4-1  Applying Validity and Reliability
Concerns to Classroom Teaching

■ What am I interested in measuring?   Does
this assessment capture that?

■ Have the students experienced this material
as part of their curriculum?

■ What can I say about a student’s understand-
ings based on the information generated from the
assessment?  Are those claims legitimate?

■ Are the consequences and actions that result
from this performance justifiable?

■ Am I making assumptions or inferences about
other knowledge, skills or abilities that this assess-
ment did not directly assess?

■ Are there aspects of this assessment not
relevant to what I am interested in assessing that
may be influencing performance?

■ Have I graded consistently?
■ What could be unintended consequences

associated with this assessment?
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standardized, externally designed
tests are either norm-referenced tests
(NRTs), criterion-referenced tests
(CRTs), or some combination of the
two.  A “standardized” test is one that
is to be carried out in the same way for
all individuals tested, scored in the
same way, and scores interpreted in
the same way (Gipps, 1994). NRTs are
developed by test publishers to
measure student performance against
the norm.  Results from these tests
describe what students can do relative
to other students and are used for
comparing groups of students.  The
norm is a rank, the 50th percentile.
For national tests, the norm is con-
structed by testing students all over
the country.  (It also is the score that
test-makers call “at grade level”
[Bracey, 1998]).  On a norm-refer-
enced test, half of all students in the
norm sample will score at or above the
50th percentile, or above grade level,
and half will score below the 50th
percentile, or below grade level.
These tests compare students to other
students, rather than measuring
student mastery of content standards
or curricular objectives (Burger, 1998).

Increasingly, states and districts are
moving towards criterion-referenced
tests (CRTs), usually developed by
state departments of education and
districts, which compare student
performance to a set of established
criteria (for example, district, state or
national standards) rather than
comparing them to the performance of

other students. CRT’s allow all stu-
dents who have acquired skills and
knowledge to receive high scores
(Burger, 1998).

A well-designed and appropriately
used standardized test can generate
data that can be used to inform differ-
ent parts of the system and to assess a
range of understandings and skills.
Currently, they generally concentrate
on the knowledge most amenable to
scoring in multiple-choice and short-
answer formats.  These formats most
easily capture factual knowledge
(Shavelson & Ruiz-Primo, 1999) and
are the most inexpensive in terms of
resources necessary for test develop-
ment, administration, and scoring
(Hardy, 1995).  Although many of the
current standardized tests are intended
to assess student achievement, too
often they are used only to stimulate
competition among students, teachers
or schools, or to make other judgments
that are not justified by student scores
on such tests.

The lack of coherence among the
different levels of assessment within
the system, often leaves teachers,
schools and districts torn between
mandated external testing policies and
practices, and the responsibilities of
teachers to use assessment in the
service of learning.  These large-scale
tests, which often command greater
esteem than classroom assessments,
create a tension for formative and
summative assessment and a chal-
lenge for exemplary classroom
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practice (Black, 1997; Frederiksen,
1984; Smith & Rottenberg, 1991).
Teachers are left facing serious
dilemmas.

BUILDING AN EXTERNAL
STANDARDS-BASED SUMMATIVE
ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

The foundations for a standards-
based summative assessment system
are assessments that are systemically
valid: aligned to the recommendations
of the national standards, grounded in
the educational system, and congruent
with the educational goals for stu-
dents.  Alignment of assessment to
curriculum and standards ensures that
the assessments match the learning
goals embodied in the standards and
enables the students, parents, teach-
ers and the public to determine
student progress toward the standards
(NRC, 1999b).

Assessment and accountability
systems cannot be isolated from their
purpose: to improve the quality of
instruction and ultimately the learning
of students (NRC, 1999b). They also
must be well understood by the
interested parties and based on
standards acceptable to all (Stecher &
Herman, 1997).

An effective system will provide
students with the opportunity to
demonstrate their understanding and
skills in a variety of ways and formats.
The form the assessment takes must
follow its purpose.  Multiple-choice

tests are easy to grade and can quickly
assess some forms of science-content
knowledge.  Other areas may be
better tapped through open-ended
questions or performance-based
assessments, where students demon-
strate their abilities and understand-
ings such as with an actual hands-on
investigation (Shavelson & Ruiz-
Primo, 1999).  Assessing inquiry skills
may require extended investigations
and can be documented through
portfolios of work as it unfolds.

Educators need to be cautious,
deliberate, and aware of the strong
influence of high-stakes, external tests
on classroom practice specific to the
instruction emphasis and its assess-
ment (Frederiksen, 1984; Gifford &
O’Connor, 1992; Goodlad, 1984;
Popham, 1992; Resnick & Resnick,
1991; Rothman, 1995; Shepard, 1995;
Smith et al., 1992; Wolf et al., 1991)
when considering, implementing, and
evaluating large-scale assessment
systems.  No assessment form is
immune from negative influences.
Messick (1994) concludes

It is not just that some aspects of
multiple-choice testing may have
adverse consequences for teaching and
learning, but that some aspects of all
testing, even performance testing, may
have adverse as well as beneficial
educational consequences.  And if both
positive and negative aspects, whether
intended or unintended, are not
meaningfully addressed in the valida-
tion process, then the concept of validity
loses its force as a social value. (p. 22)
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Even well-designed assessments
will need to be augmented by other
assessments.  Most criterion-refer-
enced tests are multiple-choice or
short-answer tests.  Although they
may align closely to a standards-based
system, other assessment compo-
nents, such as performance measures,
where students demonstrate their
understanding by doing something
educationally desirable, also are
necessary to measure standards-based
outcomes.  A long-term inquiry that
constitutes a genuine scientific investi-
gation, for example, cannot be cap-
tured in a single test or even in a
performance assessment allotted for a
single class period.

LEARNING FROM
CURRENT REFORM

Beyond a Single Test
Several states and districts are

making strides in expanding external
testing beyond traditional notions of
testing to include more teacher involve-
ment and to better align classroom and
external summative assessments, so to
better support teaching and learning.
The state of Vermont (VT) was one
pioneer.  The state sought to develop
an assessment system that served
accountability purposes as well as
generated data that would inform
instruction and improve individual
achievement (Mills, 1996).  The system
had three components:  Students and
teachers gathered work for portfolios,

teachers submitted a “best piece”
sample for each student, and students
took a standardized test. Scoring
rubrics and exemplars were used by
groups of teachers around the state to
score the portfolios and student work
samples.  Despite the different pieces
in place (which also included profes-
sional development) the VT experiment
faced mixed results and is still evolving.
The scoring of the portfolios and
student work samples lacked an
adequate reliability (in the technical
sense) to be used for accountability
purposes (Koretz, Stecher, Klein, &
McCaffrey, 1994).  Many teachers saw
a positive impact on student learning,
due in part to the focus and feedback
on specific pieces of student work that
teachers provided to students during
the collection and preparation process
(Asp, 1998) but also acknowledged the
additional time needed for portfolio
preparation (Koretz, Stecher, Klein,
McCaffrey, & Deibert, 1993).

Kentucky (KY) is another state that
made changes to their system and
faced similar challenges.  The portfolio
and performance-based assessment
system in that state also did not achieve
consistently reliable scores
(Hambleton et al., 1995).  Both states
demonstrate that consistency across
scores for samples of work requires
training and time.  Research on perfor-
mance assessments in large-scale
systems shows that variability in
student performance across tasks also
can be significant (Baron, 1991).
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Involving Teachers

Teachers who are privy to student
discussions and able to making ongo-
ing observations are in the best posi-
tion to assess many of the educational
goals including areas such as inquiry.
Therefore, teachers need to become
more involved in summative assess-
ments for purposes beyond reporting
on student progress and achievement
to others in the system.  Practices
within the United States and in other
countries provide us with possibilities
of how to better tap into teachers’
summative assessments to augment or
complement external exams.

In Queensland, Australia, for
example, the state moved away from
their state-wide examination and
placed the certification of students in
the hands of teachers (Butler, 1995).
Teachers meet in regional groups to
exchange results and assessment
methods with colleagues.  They justify
their assessments and deliberate with
colleagues from other schools to help
ensure that the different schools are
holding their students to comparable
standards and levels of achievement.
Additional examples of the role of
teacher judgment in external assess-
ment in other countries are discussed
in the next chapter.

Accountability efforts that exclude
teachers from assessing their stu-
dents’ work are often justified on
grounds that teachers could under-
mine the reliability by injecting undue

subjectivity and personal bias.  This
argument has some support based on
results of efforts in VT and KY.
However, as the teachers in
Queensland engage in deliberation
and discussion (a procedure called
moderation), steps are taken that
mitigate the possible loss of reliability.
To help ensure consistency among
different teachers in moderation
sessions, teachers exchange samples
of student work and discuss their
respective assessments of the work.
These deliberations, in which the
standards for judging quality work are
discussed, have proved effective in
developing consistency in scoring by
the teachers.  Moderation also serves
as an effective form of professional
development because teachers
sharpen their perspectives about the
quality of student work that might be
expected, as is illustrated in the next
chapter.  In the United States, teacher-
scoring committees for Advanced
Placement exams follow this model.

Moderation is expensive and not
always practical.  There are other
ways to maintain reliability and involve
teachers in summative assessments
that serve accountability and reporting
purposes.  In Connecticut, the science
portion of the state assessment system
involves teachers selecting from a list
of tasks and using them in conjunction
with their own curriculum and con-
texts.  The state provides the teachers
with exemplars and criteria, and the
teachers are responsible for scoring
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their own student work.  Teachers can
use the criteria in other areas of their
curriculum throughout the year.

Douglas County Schools in Colorado
rely heavily on teacher judgments for
accountability purposes (Asp, 1998).
Teachers collect a variety of evidence
of student progress towards district
standards.  Teacher-developed materi-
als that include samples of work,
evaluation criteria, and possible assess-
ment tasks guide them.  The county
uses these judgments to communicate
to parents and district-level monitors
and decision makers.

Examples and research can help
inform large-scale assessment models
so that systems produce useful data
that inform the necessary purposes
while not creating obstacles for quality
teaching and learning.  Policy and
decision makers must look to and
learn from reforms underway.  After
examining large scale testing prac-
tices, Asp (1998) offers keys to build-
ing compatibility between classroom
and large-scale summative assessment
systems.  His recommendations
include the following:

• make large-scale assessment
more accessible to classroom teachers;

• embed large-scale assessment in
the instructional program of the
classroom in a meaningful way; and

• use multiple measures at several
levels within the system to assess
individual student achievement (pp.
41-42).

When data on individual achieve-
ment is not the desired aim (as is often
the case when accountability concerns
focus on an aggregate level, such as
the school, district or region), the use
of sampling procedures to test fewer
students and to test less frequently
can be options.

The assessment systems and
features discussed above are not
flawless, yet there is much to learn
from the experiences of these re-
forms.  Current strategies and sys-
tems need to be modified without
compromising the goal of a more
aligned system.  Changes of any kind
will require support from the system
and resources for designing and
evaluating options, informing and
training teachers and administrators,
and educating the public

KEY POINTS

• Tensions between formative and
summative assessment do exist, but
there are ways in which these tensions
can be reduced.  Some productive
steps for reducing tensions include
relying on a variety of assessment
forms and measures and considering
the purposes for the assessment and
the subsequent form the assessment
and its reporting takes.

• Test results should be used
appropriately, not to make other
judgments that are not justified by
student scores on such tests.
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• A testing program should include
criterion-referenced exams and reflect
the quality and depth of curriculum
advocated by the standards.

• For accountability purposes,
external testing should not be de-
signed in such a way as to be detri-
mental to learning, such as by limiting
curricular and teaching activities.

• A teacher’s position in the
classroom provides opportunities to

gain useful information for use in both
formative and summative assess-
ments.  These teacher assessments
need to be developed and tapped to
best utilize the information that only
teachers possess to augment even the
best designed paper-and-pencil or
performance-based test.

• System-level changes are needed
to reduce tensions between formative
and summative assessments.
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5
Professional
Development

Improvement by teachers of formative
assessment practices will usually
involve a significant change in the way
they plan and carry out their teaching,
so that attempts to force adoption of
the same simple recipe by all teachers
will not be effective.  Success will
depend on how each can work out his
or her own way of implementing
change.  (Black, 1997)

Just as there is powerful evidence
that formative assessment can im-
prove students’ learning and achieve-
ment, it is just as clear that sustained
professional development for teachers
is required if they are to improve this
aspect of their teaching.  Clear goals
are necessary, along with well-under-
stood criteria for high-quality student
work.  To accurately gauge student
understanding requires that teachers
engage in questioning and listen
carefully to student responses.  It

means focusing the students’ own
questions.  It means figuring out what
students comprehend by listening to
them during their discussions about
science.  They need to carefully
consider written work and what they
observe while students engage in
projects and investigations.  The
teacher strives to fathom what the
student is saying and what is implied
about the student’s knowledge in his
or her statements, questions, work
and actions.  Teachers need to listen in
a way that goes well beyond an imme-
diate right or wrong judgment.

Once the current level of under-
standing is ascertained, teachers
need to use data drawn from conver-
sations, observations, and prior
student work to make informed
decisions about how to help a student
move toward the desired goals.  They
also need to facilitate and cultivate

Teachers, teacher educators, professional-development specialists, and admin-
istrators may be most interested in this chapter.
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peer and self-assessment strategies
among their students.  Although this
list is not complete, it does begin to
show the scope of professional
development that is required to
achieve high-quality classroom
assessment.  Many teachers already
engage smoothly and effectively in
the processes associated with effec-
tive classroom assessment, but these
practices need to be developed and
enhanced in all classrooms and
among all teachers.

FEATURES OF PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Change in assessment practices
that are closely linked to everyday
teaching will not come about through
occasional in-service days or special
workshops.  Teacher professional-
development research (Loucks-
Horsley, Hewson, Love, & Stiles, 1998)
indicates that a “one-shot” teacher
professional-development experience
is not effective in almost any signifi-
cant attempt to improve teaching
practice.  Because the kind of assess-
ment discussed in this document is
intimately associated with a teacher’s
fundamental approach to her responsi-
bilities and not simply an add-on to
current practice, professional develop-
ment must permit the examination of
basic questions about what it means to
be a teacher.  Professional develop-
ment needs to become a continuous
process (see Professional Develop-

ment Standards, NRC, 1996), where
teachers have opportunities to engage
in professional growth throughout
their careers.

Rooted in Practice

As Black’s statement at the outset
of this chapter suggests, widespread
formative assessment will not come
about solely through changes in
policies nor solely by adopting specific
programs.  New techniques can help,
but understanding the basis for the
new techniques also is necessary if it
is to be implemented in a manner
consistent with its intent.  Yet a
teacher cannot successfully implement
all of the changes overnight.  Success-
ful and lasting change takes time and
deep examination.  It becomes critical
to root professional-development
experiences in what teachers actually
do.  This approach also is consistent
with what research says about teacher
learning.  A recent study by the NRC
(1999a) asserts that teachers continue
to learn about teaching in many ways.
Primarily, the study states, “they learn
from their own practice” (p. 179).
Teachers develop repertoires of action
that are shaped both by standards and
by the knowledge that is gleaned in
practice (Wenger, 1998).

Reflective Practice

The standards for assessment and
teaching stress the importance of
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incorporating reflection into regular
teaching practice.  The Teaching
Standards (NRC, 1996) state that
teachers should, “Use student data,
observations of teaching, and inter-
actions with colleagues to reflect on
and improve teaching practice” (p.
42).  Underlying many of the suc-
cessful professional growth strate-
gies is the use of data from a
teacher’s own classroom and experi-
ence.  When teachers examine their
own teaching, they begin to notice
incidents and patterns that may
otherwise have been overlooked.  It
is important that teachers allow
feedback from their own practice to
inform their future practice, includ-
ing their beliefs and understandings
involved in teaching.  Reflection and
inquiry into teaching, and the local
and practical knowledge that results,
is a start towards improved assess-
ment in the classroom.

One form this inquiry into teach-
ing practice could take is action
research, research conducted by
teachers for improvement of aspects
of their teaching.  This form of
research is based on the principle
that the practical reasoning of teach-
ers is directed toward taking prin-
cipled action in their own classrooms
(Atkin, 1992).  By making changes in
their own professional activities,
teachers learn about themselves and
the improvements they desire.  Their
understanding is deepened when
they discuss these experiences with

peers who share similar values and
who are trying to make similar
changes (Atkin, 1994; Cochran-Smith
& Lytle, 1999; Elliot, 1987;
Hargreaves, 1998).

Collaborative

For teachers working in what is
often considered a solitary culture,
collaboration with peers is thus
another feature of improving prac-
tices.  This is supported by research
findings that teachers learn through
their interactions with other teachers
(NRC, 1999a):

. . . research evidence indicates that the
most successful teacher professional
development activities are those that
are extended over time and encourage
the development of teachers’ learning
communities.  These kinds of activities
have been accomplished by creating
opportunities for shared experiences
and discourse around shared texts and
data about student learning, and focus
on shared decision making. (p. 192)

Deliberation among peers is a
fundamental feature of professional
development in any field.  These
deliberations can be formal or infor-
mal and also can occur among col-
leagues who teach the same grade
level or across grades.  The exact
composition of the group is secondary
to the common interest and goal of
improved practice.  Parallels do exist
between what we know about teacher
learning and our understanding of
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student learning.  One such parallel is
the importance of collecting informa-
tion that can be used to inform teach-
ing.  Collaboration and cooperative
groups help facilitate feedback; thus,
opportunities that allow colleagues to
observe attempts to implement new
ideas—by visits to other classrooms
and by watching videotape—should be
built into professional-development
experiences (NRC, 1999a).  As well as
finding out about effective practices,
teachers can glean valuable lessons
from sharing and discussing practices
that are less than successful (NRC,
1999a).  To paraphrase Thomas
Edison: I didn’t fail; I found out what
doesn’t work.

Multiple Entry Points

Because teachers have different
professional needs, designers of
professional-development programs
usually try to provide multiple points
of entry to the experience as well as to
encourage multiple forms of follow-up.
Furthermore, they are cognizant of
the fact that change does not happen
all at once.  To facilitate long-term
growth, professional-development
experiences need to provide for, and
foster as a desired skill, sustained
reflection and deliberation.

A major theme throughout this
report is that formative assessment
practices are, or ought to be, so deeply
embedded in instructional practice

FIGURE 5-1   Perspectives on learning environments.

SOURCE:  NRC  (1999a).

that efforts to improve them open up a
broad agenda of issues associated with
curriculum, instruction, as well as
assessment, and the interactions
among all three.  Figure 5-1 offers a
graphic illustration of learning envi-
ronments.  The diagram illustrates
that while assessment is a subject for
study in and of itself, there will be
overlaps with the areas of curriculum
(knowledge) and instruction (the
students), as well as an inescapable
impact on the context in which the
learning is taking place.  Because of
this close integration, examination of
classroom assessment is a particularly
fertile entry point for the study and
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improvement of a range of teachers’
professional activities, all within an
integrated context of content, teach-
ing, and learning.  It can give impetus
and shape to teacher education at all
levels, preservice and inservice.

Discussions with groups of teachers
focusing on assessment that goes on
in their classrooms can quickly lead to
some basic questions:  What is really
worth knowing? What is worth teach-
ing?  What counts as knowing?  What
is competence?  What is excellence?
How does a particular piece of work
reflect what a student understands and
is able to do?  After conducting class-
room assessment professional-devel-
opment programs with teachers, staff
members at TERC (Love, 1999) in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, concluded:

When done well, a discussion by
teachers of students’ endeavors can
lead to deeper understandings about
individual students and can provide
information about the quality of
assignments, teaching strategies and
classroom climate.  Perhaps most
important of all, it provides a rich
professional learning opportunity for
teachers. (p. 1)

AN AGENDA FOR ASSESSMENT-
CENTERED PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

This section articulates an agenda
necessary to enhance these profes-
sional perspectives and to improve
these skills.  There is no single and

clear sequence in which the various
issues, skills, and perspectives that are
entailed might best be explored and
understood in teacher development.  A
variety of components will be called
into play, sooner or later, in any rich
program of professional development
that starts from a focus on formative
assessment.  The order in which they
arise may well depend on the particu-
lar interests and starting points of the
teachers involved.

Any comprehensive professional-
development program associated with
improved formative classroom assess-
ment corresponds closely to the
framework for formative assessment
itself.  That is to say, professional-
development activities need to address
establishing goals for student learning
and performance, identifying a
student’s understanding, and articulat-
ing plans and pathways that help
students move towards the set goals.
In addition, assessment-centered,
professional-development activities
need to attend to providing feedback
to students, science subject matter,
conceptions of learning, and support-
ing student involvement in assessment.

Establishing Goals

Clarity about the purposes and
goals being pursued in and through
the curriculum is essential.  Learning
how to establish these goals is an
important step to improving assess-
ment in one’s classroom.  In inquiry
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activities, for example, it is important
to keep in mind both the development
of the students’ understandings and
skills about the process of investiga-
tion and also the aim of developing
concept understanding in relation to
the phenomena being studied in that
investigation.  If skills of communica-
tion, or the development to reflect on
one’s own thinking (metacognition),
are aims of the curriculum, then these
also have to be in a professional-
development agenda.

Identifying Student
Understanding

Implementing effective formative
assessment requires that a teacher
elicit information about the students’
understandings as they approach any
particular topic.  This is particularly
important since a student will likely
interpret new material in the frame-
work of her preexisting knowledge
and understanding (first main prin-
ciple from How People Learn, NRC,
1999a).  Professional development that
will lead to improved assessment must
begin with the sensitivity to the need
of the teacher to learn how to obtain
information about a student’s current
level of understanding of the subject to
be taught and learned.

A teacher influenced by the impor-
tance of probing student current
knowledge started his teaching of a new
science topic with questions designed to
elicit the existing understanding.  He

found that the class knew far more
about energy than he had anticipated
but lacked a coherent structure in which
they could relate their various ideas. He
thus abandoned the formal presenta-
tions of the whole menu of relevant
knowledge that he had emphasized in
previous years, and had intended to use
again, and attempted instead to help
them reorganize their existing under-
standings.  He was able to incorporate
student investigations into the unit that
helped students’ challenge their ideas
and apply concepts to everyday events.
Overall, the work now took less time
than before but was more ambitious in
developing understanding of the
concepts involved.

As this example demonstrates,
teachers must develop and use means
to elicit students’ existing ideas and
understandings.  This may be
achieved by direct questioning,
whether orally, with individuals or in
group discussions, or in writing.
However, such questioning may be
more evocative if it is indirect, if it is
about relevant phenomena or situa-
tions that are put before students and
about which they have to think in
order to respond.  The responses may
then indicate how they interpret the
concepts and skills that they possess
and choose to bring to bear on the
specific problem.  For example, the
teacher above could ask his students
at the outset to try to define mechani-
cal, kinetic or potential energy, or he
could provide the students with a
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scenario, and ask them to discuss the
scenario in terms of the types of
energy.  How best to evaluate and to
use the data that come from question-
ing is equally important to consider
and is discussed in a later section.

The analysis here is not simply about
a single starting point in a teaching plan.

Curriculum also needs consideration.
Content has to be considered in a
meaningful way so that subgoals help
lead to main goals.  Box 5-1 provides an
example of subgoals for inquiry science.
Teachers may determine the subgoals
with different levels of specificity.  Some
teachers may find dividing a concept

BOX 5-1  Fundamental Abilities and Understandings of Inquiry, 9-12 (Sample)

Elaboration
Students should formulate a testable hypothesis and demonstrate
the logical connections between the scientific concepts guiding a
hypothesis and the design of an experiment.  They should
demonstrate appropriate procedures, a knowledge base, and
conceptual understanding of scientific investigations.

Designing and conducting a scientific investigation requires
introduction to the major concepts in the area being investigated,
proper equipment, safety precautions, assistance with method-
ological problems, recommendations for use of technologies,
clarification of ideas that guide the inquiry, and scientific
knowledge obtained from sources other than the actual investi-
gation.  The investigation may also require student clarification
of the question, method, controls, and variables; student organi-
zation and display of data; student revision of methods and
explanations; a public presentation of the results with a critical
response from peers. Regardless of the scientific investigation
performed, students must use evidence, apply logic, and con-
struct an argument for their proposed explanations.

Conceptual principles and knowledge guide scientific inquiries.
Historical and current scientific knowledge influences the design
and interpretation of investigations and the evaluations of
proposed explanations made by other scientists.

Mathematical tools and models guide and improve the posing of
questions, gathering data, constructing explanations, and
communicating results.

Ability
Identify questions and
concepts that guide scientific
investigations.

Design and conduct scientific
investigations.

Understanding
Scientists usually inquire
about how physical, living,
or designed systems function.

Mathematics is essential in
scientific inquiry.
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into too fine a level of detail overly
formal.  It may deprive them the flexibil-
ity of addressing the needs of individual
students.  Although many of these goals
can be determined beforehand, they
also may emerge and need to be
reevaluated based on assessments
occurring during the course of instruc-
tion.  A check on one step or goal
becomes part of the design for the next.

To best help students meet their
learning goals, subgoals often have to
be identified and articulated.  Coming
to understand a particular model
requires well-organized knowledge of
concepts and inquiry procedures,
which often requires time and many
“little steps” to reach the larger goal.
With a solid understanding of science,
the underlying structure of the disci-
pline can help serve as the roadmap to
guide a teacher in selecting and
sequencing activities, assessments,
and with their other interactions with
students (NRC, 1999a).

Inquiry and the National Science
Education Standards (NRC, 2000)
elaborates on some of the more par-
ticular elements of inquiry as ability
and understanding for the K-4, 5-8, 9-12
grade spans.  Mastering the abilities
and understandings associated with
inquiry in particular is difficult and can
seem elusive even for the most experi-
enced teacher.  Such detail would be
useful for a teacher when articulating
subgoals to support student inquiry in
the classroom.  Box 5-1 is an example
of delineation of the fundamental

abilities and understandings for inquiry
at the 9-12 level.  For further elabora-
tion, the Standards (NRC, 1996) offer
complete descriptions of scientific
inquiry as abilities and understandings
at the K-4, 5-8, and 9-12 levels.

Articulating a Plan

This process of organizing content
into meaningful steps and activities is
one of the most demanding aspects of
teaching.  The teacher needs both a
clear idea about the structure of the
concepts and skills involved and knowl-
edge of the ways in which students may
progress.  If intermediary goals are too
ambitious, the step towards growth may
be too difficult, while if they are too
slight, students may not be challenged.
An appropriate subgoal is one that goes
beyond what the student can learn
without help but is within reach given a
reasonable degree of teacher support.
For more background on the theoretical
roots presented here, see Vygotsky’s
discussion (1962) of the zone of proxi-
mal development.  Teacher knowledge
of common misconceptions and of tools
available to promote conceptual re-
construction or to promote fluency with
new skills can powerfully inform the
process of structuring the curriculum.

Responding to Students—
Feedback

Teachers also need ways to respond
to the information they elicit from
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students.  One necessary step is to be
able to analyze and interpret students’
responses to questions, or their actions
in problem situations.  In short, teach-
ers need to use data from assessment
in order to make appropriate inferences
that form the basis of their feedback.
This can require careful analysis to
probe the meanings behind what
students say, write, or do. Questions of
good quality are those that evoke
evidence relevant to critical points of
understanding, but students may often
respond in ways that may be hard to
interpret. There are many studies that
show that seemingly incorrect responses
to questions are evidence of a misinter-
pretation of the question rather than of
misunderstanding of the idea being
questioned (NRC, 1981).  Difficulties
with language or in the contexts or
purposes of a question are often the
cause.  Although such difficulties can
undermine the validity of formal tests,
they need not undermine formative
work by the teacher, provided that
follow-up questions are used to check,
as will happen if question responses are
shared and explored in discussion with
the teacher or with peers.

Understanding of Subject
Matter

A teacher’s interpretation of a student
response, questions, and action will be
related to that teacher’s understanding
of the concept or skill that is at issue.
Thus a solid understanding of the

subject matter being taught is essential.
Performance criteria need to be based
on authentic subject matter goals and on
a depth of understanding of the subject
matter.  For formal tests, sound scoring
requires careful rubrics—assessment
tools that articulate criteria for differen-
tiating between performance levels—
that help the assessor to distinguish
between the fully correct, the partially
correct, and the incorrect response.
Such rubrics are even more useful if the
variation of common ways in which
answers can be partially correct are
identified, inasmuch as each partially
correct response requires a different
kind of help from a teacher in helping a
student to progress in overcoming
particular obstacles.  For an example of
a rubric, see Table 4-3 in Chapter 4.

Similarly, less formal assessments
also may benefit from a rubric-type
tool for interpretation.  For example,
during a classroom discussion, a
teacher can draw on her previous
experience with a student’s particular
difficulty in order to formulate the
most helpful oral response.

Exploring Conceptions of
Learning

Underpinning such appropriate
rubrics or frameworks will be the
teacher’s conception of how a student
learns both generally and in the
particular topic of study.  A vision of
learning will inform teachers’ guidance
to students.  Addressing issues related
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to learning may sound formidable but
all teachers already have such concep-
tions, even if they are incomplete and
implicit.  Ideas about learning are part
of any teacher’s pedagogic skills;
making them explicit so that they can
be shared and reflected upon with
colleagues may refine these skills.

SUPPORTING STUDENT
INVOLVEMENT IN ASSESSMENT

A central issue for an assessment-
centered, professional-development
agenda is the development of self-
reflection, or metacognition, among
students.  Evidence of the powers of
metacognition can be evoked through a
variety of activities:  when students are
asked to review what they have learned,
compose their own test questions, justify
to others how their work meets the
goals of the learning, and assess the
strength and weaknesses of their own
work or work of their peers.

Attending to the ways in which
students arrived at their results, as
well as to the qualities of those results,
bears upon and helps give guidance
about the metacognitive aspect of
students’ development.  Here, as
elsewhere, a clear notion of the
meaning and importance of the
concept of metacognition has to be
developed by the teachers and this
notion has to be related to students’
work in practice.  Reflection and
discussion with peers can help begin
the examination of these notions.

A focus on student self-reflection
raises a final issue. As argued in
Chapter 3, an important task required
by and promoted by good formative
assessment is the cultivation of self-
assessment and peer-assessment
practices among students.  The agenda
for the development of the professional
capabilities of teachers, or much of it,
also can be viewed as an agenda for the
development of the capabilities of
students to become independent and
lifelong learners.  In particular, to share
with students the goals, as perceived
and pursued by their teachers, and to
share the criteria of quality by which
those teachers guide and assess their
work, are essential to their growth as
learners.  For teachers, this implies a
change of understanding of their role, a
shift away from being seen as director
or controller towards a model of guide
or coach.

An Example

The following vignette highlights
many issues previously discussed,
offering an example of the sometimes
serendipitous nature of assessment-
centered professional development.
In this case, teachers were working
together over the course of a year to
design summative assessments and
scoring mechanisms and discussing
the student work generated during
larger scale summative assessment
tasks administered at the state level in
Delaware.
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Vignette
The task of the Lead Teacher Assessment Committees seemed straightforward:

develop end-of-unit assessments for the inquiry-based curricular modules being used in
elementary schools across the state.  After months of often frustrating efforts, it was not
until the teachers recognized that they first needed to examine their values, beliefs, and
assumptions about student learning, and, in turn, the design and purpose of the
assessments they were being asked to develop, that any substantive progress was
made.  What emerged from this process was a self-created learning organization in
which assessment became a force that would support and inform instructional decision
making at multiple levels of Delaware’s science education system.  Just how this process
evolved will be related through the professional-development experiences of a team of
fifth-grade teachers charged with the responsibility of creating a performance-based
assessment for an ecosystem module.

From the very beginning in 1992, Delaware’s standards-based reform initiative
included teachers in crucial roles, such as the development of the state science content
standards and with the framework commission.  Within this 1997 reform context,
elementary lead teachers from across the state began to collaborate on the develop-
ment of end-of-unit performance assessments for the curricular modules used in their
classrooms.  Even though the teaching guides that accompanied the modules included
assessments, many Delaware teachers felt that the majority of the assessment items did
not elicit the kinds of responses needed to determine if their students really understood
the major concepts central to the State Science Standards.  Although the teachers were
in agreement that the accompanying assessments were inadequate, there was very little
agreement as how to best proceed in developing alternative assessments.  After days of
discussion, the team of fifth-grade teachers decided to begin by constructing a concept
map to ensure that there was consensus about which “big ideas” and processes from
the ecosystem module they considered important enough to assess.

What happened next was not only a surprise to the teachers but also to the leaders
facilitating the development process.  As the concept map began to take shape, it
became apparent that many of the teachers were confusing the skills their students
needed to perform the ecosystem activities with the major concepts they needed to
understand.  Attempts to clarify the confusion led to a series of conversations in which
the teachers realized that in their zeal to provide “hands-on” experiences, they had
often taught scientific processes in isolation from or at times, to the exclusion of,
scientific concepts.  Consequently, observing the ecocolumn and constructing observa-
tion charts had taken precedence over students explaining the relationship between the
living and nonliving components of the ecocolumn they were studying.

In efforts to determine the cause of the over-emphasis, the assessment-development
team made some interesting discoveries.  The teachers began to openly acknowledge
that even though each of them had participated in 30 hours of professional develop-
ment centered on the ecosystem module they still did not feel comfortable with some
important ecological concepts.  This conversation was especially insightful for the
leaders facilitating the development process, since they had assumed that 30 hours of
professional development were adequate.  At that point in the process, it became clear
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that once again the time table for developing the assessments needed to be modified
for the teachers to better understand the concepts they were being asked to teach and
develop an assessment around.

Through this period of self-discovery, the teachers also began to realize as they
reviewed the teacher’s guide, that their perceptions regarding what should be empha-
sized during the course of the unit had been strongly influenced by the wording and
formatting of the guide.  Because the titles of most of the ecosystem activities began
with action verbs, such as “observing,” “adding,” “setting up,” they had naturally
inferred that their instructional focus should be process oriented.  As the team of fifth-
grade teachers became more confident about their content knowledge and more
comfortable with their newly acquired role of being a “wise curricular consumer,” they
were able to identify the major concepts from the Delaware Science Standards they did
not feel had been made explicit enough in the ecosystem module.  They also began to
rethink how the investigative activities needed to be presented and taught to support
and strengthen students’ conceptual understandings.  This rethinking automatically led
to the kinds of assessment discussions they had been unable to engage in for weeks.
With a new and collective understanding about the module’s instructional goals, the
challenge for the team of teachers became twofold:  how to create a performance-
based assessment that could be used to evaluate both a student’s skill level and concep-
tual understandings and how not to reinforce the process/concept dichotomy they
themselves had experienced.

Several other crucial lessons learned by the assessment-development team were the
importance of using educational research to inform decision-making processes and the
need to seek outside expertise to stretch the thinking of team members.  One of the most
challenging issues facing the team was ensuring that the assessment items under develop-
ment could be used to evaluate a range of student capabilities—from making accurate
observations to formulating well-reasoned explanations.  They included discussions about
how items had to match what they were being asked.  For example, if they wanted to
assess critical reasoning, they had to probe in areas that would elicit that.

As Figure 5-2 shows, once a draft version of the ecosystem assessment was finally
developed, the team began efforts to construct scoring criteria.  Initially, attempts were
made to develop very generic or holistic scoring rubrics, but the team soon realized that
if these assessments were going to be used to inform teachers’ instructional practices,
generic rubrics were simply not diagnostic enough.  The problem then became “so now
what?”  Leaders facilitating the team efforts once again realized the need to look beyond
the expertise of the group for an alternative to generic rubrics so they brought in an
assessment expert who was willing to work with the teachers in the process.

Bringing in an outside expert was good for the entire process.  In conversations that
ensued in the expert’s presence, the teachers accepted that all of the students did not
get the answers wrong for the same reason.  It also was through the expert’s insistence
that the team began to explicitly state the criteria for a complete response.  This exer-
cise would initiate some of the most interesting discussion that occurred during the
entire development process.  As the debates about the criteria got into full swing, the
teachers recognized that, because they each had their own set of internalized criteria
for evaluating student work, what was considered quality work in one of their classes
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was not necessarily considered quality work in another.  Having to explicitly state the
criteria became the impetus for very intense discussions regarding what counts as
evidence of student learning and how good is good enough.  These discussions would
be revisited again and again and evidence of student learning would ultimately
become the foundation for the decision-making assessment process.

Although the plan had always been to pilot draft versions of the ecosystem assess-
ment so that student work could be used to modify both the instrument and scoring
criteria, none of the team members anticipated how profoundly many of their assump-
tions about student learning would be challenged by critically examining and analyz-
ing student work. Because so much time and effort had gone into the design of the
assessment instrument and scoring rubrics, team members felt very confident that they
had developed a quality product.  The teachers naturally experienced a great sense of
ownership regarding the assessment and although the process at times had been
grueling they felt very proud of their efforts.  When samples of student work from the
pilot were returned for scoring and analysis and were not the quality anticipated, the
first tendency was to blame the students.  It took several rounds of discussions and
more objective evaluations of student responses before the team was ready to admit
that at least some of the problem was the way in which the items or rubrics had been
designed.  By examining student responses from across the state it was difficult to
ignore converging evidence, which strongly suggested that some items were obviously
confusing and therefore did not allow students the best opportunity to demonstrate their
understandings.  Box 5-2 presents two samples of student work to illustrate this point.
The samples are typical student responses for the item that appeared on the piloted
version, as shown in Figure 5-2.

After samples of earlier versions of the assessment-generated student work had been
analyzed, it became apparent that the item itself was contributing to students’ oversimplifi-
cation of an important scientific concept—interdependency of organisms within an eco-
system.  In their efforts to reduce the complexity of the wetland assessment item, the lead
teachers were inadvertently fostering a very linear model of interdependency and were
actually setting the students up to respond incorrectly.  The overwhelming state-wide
response, if the large-mouth bass disappeared then the heron would automatically die and
nothing would happen to other organisms, literally forced the lead teachers to not only take
a much closer look at the item but also to begin to question reasons for the prevalence of
such a response.

In a revised version in Figure 5-3, the item was rewritten to reinforce a web-like model
of interdependency that more closely approximates what actually occurs in the wetland
ecosystems.  Results from the subsequent field tests indicated that the modifications to the
item are in part responsible for more complete and accurate student responses as seen
in Box 5-3.  In their responses to this item, more students included mention of how
populations of organisms would be impacted rather than how a single organism would
be affected.

Several other factors contributed to an increase in student performance on this item.
As the lead teachers began to focus on acquiring evidence of student understanding,
they realized several important things about their instructional practice.  For one, most of
their instructional emphasis had focused exclusively on the student-built ecocolumns and
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FIGURE 5-2   First version of assessment item.
SOURCE: Adapted from Delaware Science Coalition (1999).
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not on creating a learning environment in which students were encouraged and chal-
lenged to extend their own understandings beyond their own ecocolumn model to other
local ecosystems.  The responses to the item have prompted teachers to go beyond the kit
to exploring local habitats.  Additionally, the conversations revealed that many of the
teachers also had developed the linear interdependency model that their student sub-
scribed to in their responses.  Clarifying this particular content issue with teachers resulted
in immediate and significant improvement in student responses.  Teachers continue to
work collaboratively to develop assessment items and rubrics aligned with their curricu-
lum and to identify areas that would prove rich for further professional development.

As the Delaware experience indi-
cates, groups of teachers and other
experts coming together around
student work can be a powerful
experience.  The “messiness” of this
professional-development experience
is in many ways its very strength.  It
also demonstrates a realistic view of
the complexity of assessment-related
discussions. Allowing the valuable

conversations to emerge and run their
course provided a richness that may
not have been captured in a session
with a strict agenda.  Also, it certainly
would not have happened in a single
scoring session.  The conversations
about scoring student work, assess-
ment criteria, or assessment designs
quickly get to issues of content and
questions of worth.

One important element highlighted
in the Delaware experience was the
discussion concerning the valid
inferences that can be made from
assessment data.  All teachers must
grapple with this issue as they use
assessment data to inform teaching
decisions.  In this instance, asking
critical questions such as, “What does
this piece of evidence show?” and
“What else do I need to find out?” led
the teachers to identify the flaws in
this experience.

Also conveyed in this case, efforts to
use assessment as a cornerstone of
teacher-professional development can
spawn a deeper knowledge of science
content.  To design the assessment and
score the students’ work, teachers had
to probe and extend their own under-

BOX 5-2 Student Work from Original Version

Sample #1

Sample #2

SOURCE: Delaware Science Coalition (1999).
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FIGURE 5-3   Revised version of assessment item.
SOURCE: Adapted from Delaware Science Coalition (1999).
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standings.  Many of the teachers
discovered that even they did not fully
grasp all of the ecology concepts being
taught and assessed.  The teachers
recognized that they were led by the
wording and format of the curriculum
guide rather than their own under-
standing of the material.  Identifying
and addressing areas where teachers
need additional support to better learn
the content is very important especially
when one considers research showing
that a lack of science-content knowl-
edge limits a teacher’s ability to give
appropriate feedback, including identi-
fying misconceptions (Tobin &
Garnett, 1988).  In her 1993 work,
Deborah Ball demonstrated the impor-

tance of subject-matter knowledge in
teaching students for understanding,
which requires careful listening to why
and what the students are saying.

Numerous routes can be taken for
professional development aimed at
improving assessment and under-
standing of students.  For example,
placing student work at the center of
their efforts, Project Zero brings
teachers together to discuss and
reflect on assessment practices and
student work.  Teachers involved in
the project engage in a “collaborative
review process” as they look critically
and deeply at student work.  They are
urged to stick to the piece of work
and not look for psychological and
social factors that could prevent a
student from producing strong work
(NRC, 1999a).

 In a 13-country study of 21 innova-
tions in science, mathematics, and
technology education, the researchers
noted (Black & Atkin, 1996) seven
essential elements of programs that
were successful in promoting changes
in teachers.  These elements are
displayed in Box 5-4.

Attention to the assessment that
occurs in their classrooms forces
teachers to focus on some aspect of
their practice.  Assessment-centered,
professional development regardless
of the starting point can be a powerful
vehicle for teacher professional
growth when performed collaborative-
ly, with regular reflection, and based
on knowledge gleaned in practice.

BOX 5-3 Student Work from Revised Version

Sample #1

Sample #2

SOURCE: Delaware Science Coalition (1999).
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BOX 5-4   Some Basic Features of Professional Development

■ Change begins with disequilibrium—a perception that current practices and policies cannot
help the teachers achieve their goals. If that perception does not exist, then any voluntary project
will have to create it.

■ Teacher networks can be powerful.  Describing the effects of setting up networks, one
project reported: “Exposure [to other ideas, resources, and opportunities] broadens teachers’
awareness of possibilities for change and fosters a sense that alternatives to traditional knowledge
and beliefs, classroom practices, and professional involvement are available and within their
reach.”

■ Teachers react against ideas and materials that are theoretically sound but do not function
in the classroom.  They seek proof that other professionals with whom they identify are making
new methods work.  Such existence proof—the fact that others can do it—gives them moral
support and challenges them.

■ Demonstrating an idea to teachers in action in a real context deepens their understanding
in powerful, subtle, and manifold ways.  Such modeling adds to the existence proof the proof of
the teacher’s own experience.

■ Innovation is risky.  Personal support—which much be both knowledgeable and close at
hand—is then essential, as the isolated teacher can easily lose direction and lose heart when the
inevitable, often unexpected, difficulties arise.

■ It is most often the case that the whole environment of schools which demonstrably promote
effective professional development also encouraged experimentation.

■ We know from research into teachers’ professional development that change without
reflection is often shallow and incompetent.  Such reflection must follow on experimentation,
however well or badly an experiment may turn out.  Yet teachers are rarely given the time or
stimulus for reflection.

SOURCE: Black and Atkin (1996).

KEY POINTS

• Professional development
becomes a lifelong process directed
towards catalyzing professional growth.

• Assessment offers fertile ground
for teacher professional development
across a range of activities because of
the close integration of assessment,
curriculum, teaching and learning.

There is no “best” place to start and
no “best” way to proceed.

• Professional development should
be rooted in real-world practice.

• Regular and sustained reflection
and inquiry into teaching is a start
towards improved daily assessment.

• Collaboration is necessary, as is
support at the school and broader
systems level.
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6
 Beyond the Classroom—
System-Level Supports

Policies throughout the education
system can have a profound influence
on classroom practice.  At the very
least, enhanced assessment in the
classroom requires consistent and
compatible action from school, dis-
trict, and state levels.  Already
stretched thin with the day-to-day
teaching responsibilities, teachers
need broad-based support and back-
ing when it comes to improved assess-
ment of student learning.  Thus,
change and support within the system
needs to occur at many levels includ-
ing higher education institutions, and
it also must enlist the assistance of
parents, other community members,
and the public media.

There is no one best way to support
teachers in their ongoing assessment

This chapter speaks to people in decision-making and policy positions at the
school, district, state and national levels.  Parents and community members also
may also be interested in this discussion about the broader system level.

and advancement of student learning.
Changes should be consistent with,
and supportive of, the vision for
science education set forth in the
Standards and the vision for classroom
assessment set forth in this document.
Change takes time; results cannot be
expected overnight.  Schools and
districts need to provide a sustained
focus for improved classroom
assessment, rather than have it sit
within the ever-shifting list of priorities
that often come with changes in
political parties and school leadership
and administration.  Here we will
examine provisions that must be made
at state, district, school, and commu-
nity levels to enhance the types of
classroom assessment recommended
in this document.
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DISTRICT AND STATE TESTING
POLICIES

School-testing policies need to be
reexamined and revamped to realize the
goals for classroom assessment outlined
in this volume.  In terms of large-scale
testing for program monitoring and
accountability purposes, the Standards
stress that “[A]ssessment policies and
practices should be aligned with the
goals, student expectations and curricu-
lum frameworks”  (NRC, 1996, p. 211).
Designing quality assessments that
assess the full range of science educa-
tion is particularly important consider-
ing the significant impact “high-stakes”
testing has on classroom teaching and
assessment practice (Darling-
Hammond, 1994; Gifford & O’Connor,
1992; Linn, 2000; Oakes, 1985, 1990;
Resnick & Resnick, 1991; Smith,
Hounshell, Copolo, & Wilkerson, 1992).

Accountability is an important
feature of our educational system, but
the current models used for imple-
mentation of accountability policies
are far from sufficient.  Useful data
often is generated at the expense of
detrimental effects on classroom
practice and student learning (Dar-
ling-Hammond, 1994; Gifford &
O’Connor, 1992; Gipps, 1994; Goodlad,
1984; Smith et al., 1992).  In particular,
high-stakes external assessments
often drive curriculum and classroom
assessment practices (Frederiksen &
Collins, 1989; Haney & Madaus, 1994;
Linn, 2000; NRC, 1987).

External assessments should be
criterion-referenced and aligned to the
recommendations of standards,
curriculum, and instruction.  Not only
will effective assessments match
exemplary instructional practices,
they also will assess what is important
and valued, not solely what is easily
and inexpensively measured.  In
science education, this includes
assessing and supporting the develop-
ment of inquiry as a key component of
science education.  To support the
Standards’ vision of quality science
and to attend to inquiry will require
that we reconsider ways in which to
involve teachers in the large-scale
assessment process.

One alternative solution may be for
school districts to establish their own
local standards-based accountability
system in tandem with those of their
state.  Ideally, carefully designed tests
would allow districts to develop and
implement assessments in core
curriculum areas, such as science,
that match their learning goals,
demonstrate student achievement of
standards, inform instruction, guide
professional development, and demon-
strate program impact. Teachers can
take a role in the development of these
assessments. The assessment develop-
ment situation in Delaware as described
in Chapter 5 offers such an example at
the state level.  However, what works
for a small state like Delaware may not
be as feasible for larger states, espe-
cially where curricular decisions are
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made at the district level.  With such a
system, district and state policy
makers and the public may be pro-
vided with a picture of student and
system performance that is both more
valid and more reliable.

TEACHERS’ VOICE IN EXTERNAL
SCIENCE ASSESSMENTS

No one has as much information as
the teacher does about student accom-
plishments and abilities.  It is recog-
nized that a teacher’s daily presence in
the classroom affords intimate knowl-
edge of student achievement and
learning that is valued highly and
impossible to capture on a test.  The
challenge becomes one of tapping into
this knowledge for purposes of report-
ing about the quality of student
learning.  We can look to districts,
states and other countries that have
made reforms in their assessment
policies and practices for some ex-
amples of possibilities (see Chapter 4),
as well as to learn from their suc-
cesses and challenges.

Efforts to keep teachers from
contributing to external assessments
are often made on grounds that
including them could undermine the
assessment’s reliability.  Teacher
deliberation is one possibility to help
ensure consistency among different
teachers. In moderation sessions,
teachers exchange samples of student
work and discuss their respective
assessments of the work.  The result

of these sessions has proved to be
effective in terms of developing
common criteria for scoring (Wood,
1991).  It also is valuable for the
teacher’s professional development,
also noted in Chapter 5.  The scoring
of Advanced Placement examinations
follows this model and serves as an
example of how teachers can be more
heavily involved in this type of assess-
ment.  However, productive sessions
require careful planning and intensive
preparation so that teachers come to
achieve common standards and
consistently and reliably use those
standards to evaluate student work.  In
recent years, a Vermont initiative to
involve teachers in the external
evaluation of student portfolios ran
into obstacles with teachers scoring
inconsistently across raters, which
resulted in differing summative
judgments (Stecher & Herman, 1997).

DISTRICT AND SCHOOL LEVEL

In addition to general testing
policies, responsibilities fall to district
policy makers and school administra-
tors to create structures that facilitate
high-quality, classroom-based assess-
ment.  Professional development for
teachers (Chapter 5), provisions of
time during the school day, re-
sources—both materials and people—
are among the many steps necessary
to help build the capacity of the
system to make use of teacher knowl-
edge to enhance student learning.
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Professional Development

Teachers need opportunities to
engage in assessment-related profes-
sional development with colleagues
where they can reflect on their own
teaching practice and that of others
and discuss student work (see Chap-
ter 5).  Together, through collabora-
tion and reflection, teachers can
expand their assessment repertoires
and understanding; and in turn, they
can better support student learning
through improved formative assess-
ment in their own classrooms.

Teachers who acknowledge the
importance of assessment, especially
the potential of ongoing formative
assessments, may feel constrained by
numerous issues and tensions.  In
addition to the pressures levied by the
external tests, constraints may include
time, class size, resources, training,
administrative support, and parental
understanding and support.

Time

In schools and districts implement-
ing standards-based science pro-
grams, time is built into the school day
and week for teachers to meet and
work with their colleagues so that they
can engage in meaningful discussions
about student work and learning;
discuss assessment strategies; and
learn how to appropriately use data
from student work, observations and
other formative assessments to inform

their practice.  There also is time
structured into the school day and
week for teachers to meet and talk
with students about their progress
both individually as well as in groups
and also to observe students as they
work.  Shared-preparation periods also
offer teachers the opportunities for
conversations to share reflections and
connections about learning, teaching
and assessment.  Teachers frequently
meet with school administration and
support personnel to discuss and plan
assessment strategies and to learn
about current research that supports
their ideas.

Unfortunately, this is not the reality
experienced by most teachers.  Many
teachers are caught in a tension
between trying to implement a stan-
dards-based program and the confines
of a traditionally structured day.  The
fragmentation of their day and the
pressures of bells, assigned yard and
bus duties, parent meetings, and paper
work, particularly for high school
teachers, who may have 150 students
per day or more, serve to focus their
efforts on simply surviving day by day
(Aschbacher, 1993).  When time is
scheduled for teachers to meet, it is
usually reserved for short staff
meetings scheduled at the end of the
day, or folded into inservice days.
Current research maintains that one
of the key barriers to the implementa-
tion of new assessment practices in
the classroom by teachers is the lack
of time with professional colleagues to
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discuss, learn, plan, practice, use and
reflect (Aschbacher, 1993).

Just as time can influence the
content selected for instruction and
how it is taught, it also can influence
the type, frequency and thoroughness
of assessments.  Carving out the time
to engage in ongoing assessment of all
students requires a shift in the concep-
tual understanding of the teaching
process itself.  Darling-Hammond and
colleagues (1995) conducted case
studies of five schools where teachers
and students throughout the school
were actively engaged in formative
assessment.  In describing the shifts
in instruction that were supportive of
improved classroom assessment,
Darling-Hammond and her colleagues
maintain that teachers moved from the
role of instructors to that of facilita-
tors. As facilitators, the teachers
created learning opportunities for
their students that encouraged stu-
dents to engage in their own work.
This provided teachers with the
opportunity to observe students’ work,
to talk with them about what they
were learning, and to use these
observations to inform their teaching.

Regular time also needs to be pro-
vided during the school day for teachers
to take part in professional growth
activities, conduct research on their
teaching practices, observe other
classrooms, use available external
resources, and attend professional
meetings and conferences (NRC, 1996).

Class Size

Although several states have
recently implemented strategies to
reduce the number of students as-
signed to classrooms at the primary
and elementary levels, most middle
and high school classrooms are still
over-crowded.  Additionally, with
departmentalized courses in many
middle and secondary schools,
teachers often find themselves teach-
ing 150 or more students per day.
When faced with large numbers of
students and other site obligations,
teachers may have a difficult time
maintaining continuous classroom
assessments.

However, because assessment
information is such a powerful tool for
supporting student understanding and
learning, even science teachers with
large classes can find ways to incorpo-
rate multiple ongoing assessment
strategies into their instructional
activities.  Student self-assessment, for
example, is not only an essential tool
for developing student self-directed
learning, it also can provide a means
for teachers with large classes to
successfully incorporate ongoing
assessment practices into their in-
struction.  Through self-assessment,
students are able to reflect on, inter-
nalize, and take responsibility for their
own learning.  With the teacher
serving as consultant, students
develop scoring rubrics and criteria to
judge their own and their peers’ work.
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When teachers treat students as
serious learners and serve as coaches
rather than judges, students come to
understand and apply standards of
good scientific practice (NRC, 1996).

Administrative Support

For teachers to implement authen-
tic and meaningful assessment
activities in the classroom, they need
access to resources within the school
(materials, equipment, media and
technology) and outside of the school
(researchers, scientists, other special-
ists and community members).
Teachers also need support from
school and district administration,
and understanding from parents
about new assessment practices.
School leaders must structure and
sustain suitable support systems for
the work that teachers do (NRC,
1996).  Strong commitment from
district administration to provide
support for teachers can have a
profound effect on the effectiveness
of assessment reform (Aschbacher,
1993).

Teachers not only need administra-
tive support to design and success-
fully implement ongoing assessments
in their classrooms, they also need
support from administration in
helping parents to understand why
their assessment practices might look
different.  Many parents may want
their children to be taught and tested
as they were in school—rote memory

and standardized tests—and teachers
must be supported and prepared to
explain and justify why they are
assessing children differently
(Aschbacher, 1993).

HIGHER EDUCATION

Colleges and universities need to
make classroom assessment an
integral part of their teacher-educa-
tion programs.  Just as classroom
teachers can gain tremendously from
seeing and discussing exemplary
practice, so too can preservice
teachers.  Currently, only 14 of the 50
U.S. states explicitly require compe-
tence in assessment as a condition to
be licensed to teach.  Only 3 of the 50
states demand competence in assess-
ment to be licensed as a principal.
There is not a single certification
examination in use in any context or
at any level in the United States today
that verifies competence in classroom
assessment for teachers or adminis-
trators (Stiggins, 1999).  Therefore,
colleges of education, who naturally
prepare their graduates for certifica-
tion in their state, see no need to
offer the classroom-assessment
training that teachers need to do their
jobs.  It has been this way for de-
cades.  This will not change until
policy makers factor an expectation of
assessment literacy into teacher and
principal qualifications. Improving
assessment so that it truly works in
the service of learning calls for
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research to be conducted at all
levels—from the classroom to explor-
ing the formative-summative link.
University researchers also can serve
as a resource for school districts and
teachers.  In both science content and
teaching methods course work,
faculty should model appropriate
assessment strategies that support
and promote learning.

COMMUNITY AND PARENTS

For a modified assessment system
to succeed, all of the players need to
be better informed about assessment
issues and the desirable features of a
contemporary science education
program.  Without an idea of what a
quality science program, including
quality assessment, looks like, one
grounded in best classroom practice,
decision making may not serve the
best interests of students and learn-
ing.  This is true for parents and
community members as well as state-
level policy makers.  Parents need to
be educated on the purposes and
consequences of assessment prac-
tices.  Likewise, a forum should be
provided for them to voice their
questions and concerns, especially in
today’s climate of increasing reliance
on external, standardized tests.
Parents will be faced with interpreting
test results and perhaps influencing
some assessment-relevant decisions,
for example, the form for communicat-
ing student progress.  Because

parents are major consumers of
assessment data, all those responsible
for providing education to children—
teachers, site-level and district-level
administrators, and state-level policy
makers—must take some of the
responsibility for keeping them
informed about assessment practices
that are most likely to help their
children learn.

TOWARD WHAT END?

The main points of this report to the
National Science Education Standards
(1996) are straightforward.  Many of
the assessment procedures the teacher
employs, particularly those we call
formative, can serve directly to
enhance the students’ learning in ways
that are not possible with any other
type of assessment tool.  However,
teachers need time and assistance in
developing these procedures.

Furthermore, the student’s under-
standing of a contemporary view of
science cannot be assessed for
summative purposes without substan-
tive contributions from the student’s
own classroom teacher.  To be com-
plete, assessments that are used to
certify what a person knows cannot be
adequate without making use of what
the teacher uniquely knows about the
individual student.  Only the teacher
can know how a particular student
pursues an investigation that may
extend over several days or weeks.
Only the teacher knows how a student
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confronts and works through the
inevitable challenges that arise.  Only
the teacher has the opportunity to
probe beneath the one-word response
to ascertain how deeply a student
understands the concepts she is trying
to teach.

Still, we must learn how to make
teacher judgments trustworthy.  Many
other countries have reached this
stage in their assessment systems, but
such an outcome takes sustained
work.  For one thing, teachers need
more time than they are usually
afforded to work in collaboration with
other teachers to hone their ability
and consistency in judging student
work (moderation).  Furthermore, for
the necessary levels of public confi-
dence and trust in the process to
develop, the procedures devised and
employed when the teachers’ role in

summative judgments is increased
must be made transparent.  School
administrators and policy makers, as
well as teachers themselves, have a
responsibility to keep the public
informed.

But these goals, even in the ideal,
do not lead to elimination of all exter-
nal tests (standardized or not) or other
forms of accountability that are not
based as much on teachers’ direct
knowledge of the student.  Rather, a
way must be found of combining and
maintaining consistency between the
results of external tests and those of
well-informed and moderated teacher
judgments.  Above all, the total assess-
ment system must be complementary,
with each part supporting the other,
with each providing distinctive infor-
mation, and with all parts aligned with
the development of higher standards.
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Index

A

Ability, defining, 85
Accountability, 8
Achievement, grading and communicating,

1, 64-65, 68-69
Administrative support, 102
Advanced Placement examinations, 2
Alternative assessment, 31. See also Science

Education for Public Understanding
Program

American College Testing (ACT) Program, 2
American Federation of Teachers (AFT), 69
Assessment, 33-49. See also Formative

assessment; Summative assessment
at any time, 24
beyond a single test, 74
changing emphases in, 19
creating opportunities for, 42
defined, 12
design, selection and participation in, 16-

17, 37
form matching purpose, 35-38
and high standards, 19-20
multiple purposes of, 20-21
nature and form of feedback, 39-40
providing time for, 101
questioning, 35
reflective practice in, 34
in scientific experimentation, 40-47
subject-matter goals, 38-39
in teaching standards, 50
terms used in, 31
timing of, 40

using to inform teaching or influence
learning, 12

variety in, 30, 34-35
Assessment activities, 19, 60-64

table of, 63
Assessment-centered professional

development, 83-88
articulating a plan, 86
establishing goals, 83-84
exploring conceptions of learning, 87-88
giving feedback to students, 86-87
identifying student understanding, 84-86
understanding of subject matter, 87

Assessment data
collecting, 49
involving teachers in using, 1, 9, 12, 24
managing, 52
uses for, 51-52, 56

Assessment in the classroom, 4, 7-58
consistent with pedagogy, 51
equity principle in, 52-55
examination of student work, 35
external standards-based summative, 73-

74
formative, 13-15, 25-26, 30-32
goals for, 32-33, 49-52
key points, 21, 58
present state of, 33-49
school’s role in, 18-19
strengthening, 11-21
student involvement in, 42, 48-49
student’s role in, 17-18
teacher’s role in, 15-17
validity and reliability of, 55-58

Authentic assessment, 31
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C

Class discussions, 19, 23-24
Class size, 101-102
Classroom assessment, 7-58

case for strengthening, 11-21
equity principle in, 52-55
formative, 13-15, 25-26, 30-32
goals for, 32-33, 49-52
and high standards, 19-20
key points, 21, 58
multiple purposes of, 20-21
present situation, 33-49
school’s role in, 18-19
student’s role in, 17-18
teacher’s role in, 15-17
validity and reliability of, 55-58
vignettes of, 5, 26-30, 43-47, 89-95

Collaboration, in professional development,
81-82

Committee on Science Education (COSE K-
12), 3

Communicating achievement, 64-65, 68-69
Community involvement, and parents, 103
Conceptions of learning, 87-88
Conversations for assessment, 19

in vignettes of classrooms, 27
Criteria-setting, 1, 9, 32-33
Criterion-referenced tests (CRTs), 72
Cumulative assessment. See Summative

assessment
Current reform

in Connecticut, 76-77
in Delaware, 89-95
in Douglas, Colorado, 77
in Kentucky, 75
learning from, 74-76
in Queensland, Australia, 76
in Vermont, 75

D

Data. See Assessment data
Design of assessment, 16-17, 37
“Disclosure” issues, 54
District level, 99-102

administrative support, 102
class size, 101-102
professional development, 100
testing policies, 2, 98-99
time, 100-101

E

Embedded assessment, 31
Equity principle, 52-55
Esteem. See Self-esteem
Evidence and Tradeoffs (ET) Variable, in

SEPUP, 68
Experiments, assessment of scientific, 40-47
External assessment

for consistency, 2
large-scale, 2, 69, 71-73
standards-based summative, 73-74

F

Feedback
cognitive and affective, 15-16
giving to students, 86-87

Formative assessment, 4, 25-26, 30-32
defined, 12, 20, 25
framework for, 13-15
grading and communicating

achievement, 64-65, 68-69
relationship to summative, 59-77
in scientific experimentation, 40-47

Forms
to match purpose, 35-38
performance assessments, 60-61
portfolios, 61-62
summative assessment in the classroom,

60-64
traditional tests, 62-64

Framework for formative assessment, 13-15
and science content, 14-15

G

Goal achievement, 1, 49-52
assessment consistent with pedagogy, 51
assessment data management, 52
use of assessment data, 51-52, 56

Goals
establishing, 83-84
learning, 39

Grading
of achievement, 64-65, 68-69
to convey information, 16
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H

High standards, maintaining, 19-20
Higher education for teachers, 102-103
How People Learn, 84

I

Information, involving teachers in using, 1,
9, 12, 24

Inquiry and the National Science Education
Standards, 86

Inservice training, 100
Intelligence, defining, 54, 85

J

Journals, 19, 48
in vignettes of classrooms, 27

K

Key points, 21, 58, 76-77
Knowledge, pedagogical, 14

L

Large-scale external assessment, 2, 69
the current system and needed reform,

71-73
Learning

exploring conceptions of, 87-88
lifelong, 33
not a solitary activity, 13
using assessment to influence, 12

Learning goals, 39
Lifelong learning, 33

M

Multiple entry points, to professional
development, 82-83

Multiple purposes of assessment, 20-21
Multiple roles teachers play, 55

N

National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP), 2

National Council on Measurement in
Education (NCME), 69

National Education Association (NEA), 69
National Research Council (NRC), 3
National Science Education Standards, 2, 7-9,

11-19, 24-26, 32-33, 52-55, 60, 97-98,
103

National Science Teachers Association
(NSTA), 2

Nature and form of feedback, 39-40
Norm-referenced tests (NRTs), 72
NRC. See National Research Council
NRTs. See Norm-referenced tests

O

Opportunities, creating, 42

P

Parental involvement, and community, 103
Participation in assessment, 16-17, 37
Pedagogical knowledge, 14
Pedagogy, assessment consistent with, 51
Peer assessment by students, 19, 48-49
Performance assessments, 12, 19, 31, 60-61
Performance criteria, for teachers, 87
Placement, assessment for, 12
Plans for assessment, 16

articulating, 86
Policy impacts, 97-98
Portfolio assessments, 18-19, 31, 61-62
Practice, professional development rooted

in, 80
Professional development, 4, 79-96, 100

agenda for assessment-centered, 83-88
articulating a plan for, 86
basic features of, 96
collaboration in, 81-82
establishing goals for, 83-84
exploring conceptions of learning, 87-88
giving feedback to students, 86-87
identifying student understanding, 84-86
key points for, 96
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multiple entry points, 82-83
providing time for, 100-101
supporting student involvement in

assessment, 88-96
and understanding of subject matter, 87

Project Zero, 95
Projects, 19, 24

in vignettes of classrooms, 26-27
Purposes of assessment, multiple, 20-21

Q

Questioning assessment, 35
Quizzes, 19

R

Rationale, for strengthening assessment in
the science classroom, 11-21

Reflective practice, 19
in assessment, 34
in professional development, 80-81

Reform
going beyond a single test, 74
involving teachers, 75-76
learning from, 74-76

Reliability concerns, 55-58
applying to classroom teaching, 71
in classroom terms, 57-58
defined, 56
in summative assessments, 69-71

Responding to students, 86-87
Responsibility for assessment, sharing, 1, 9
Roles played in assessment

by schools, 18-19
by students, 17-18
by teachers, 15-17

S

Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT), 2
School districts. See District level
School level, 99-102

administrative support, 102
class size, 101-102
professional development, 100
role in assessment, 18-19
time, 100-101

Science content, 14-15, 29
complexity of, 12, 60

Science Education for Public Understanding
Program (SEPUP), 65-69

Evidence and Tradeoffs Variable, 68
Selection in assessment, 16-17, 37
Self-assessment by students, 17-18, 48-49
Self-esteem, focusing on, 16, 30
Self-reflection, 19
SEPUP. See Science Education for Public

Understanding Program
Shared responsibility, 1, 9
Standards

maintaining high, 19-20
teacher’s role in implementing, 15

Standards-based summative assessment
system, 60

external, 73-74
State level testing policies, 2, 98-99
Student-Involved Classroom Assessment, 37
Student involvement in assessment, 17-18,

42, 48-49
peer assessment, 19, 48-49
professional development for supporting,

88-96
self-assessment, 17-18, 48-49

Student understanding, identifying, 84-86
Student work, examination of, 35
Subject-matter goals, 38-39

and professional development, 87
Summative assessment, 4

in the classroom, 60-64
defined, 12, 20, 25
external standards-based, 73-74
grading and communicating

achievement, 64-65, 68-69
relationship to formative, 59-77
serving the standards, 60
validity and reliability in, 69-71

Support
administrative, 102
system-level, 97-104

System-level supports, 4, 97-104
from community and parents, 103
district and school level, 99-102
district and state testing policies, 98-99
external science assessments, 99
goal setting, 103-104
higher education, 102-103
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T

Teacher involvement, 15-17, 75-76
in developing and interpreting standards,

17
in implementing standards, 15
role in design, selection and participation,

16-17, 37
role in external science assessments, 99
role in feedback, cognitive and affective,

15-16
using assessment to inform teaching, 1,

9, 12-13, 24
Teachers

higher education for, 102-103
performance criteria for, 87
playing multiple roles, 55

Teaching standards, 50
developing and interpreting, 17
implementing, 15

Testing
criterion-referenced, 72
district and state policies, 2, 98-99
norm-referenced, 72
traditional, 19, 62-64

Testing policies, impacts of, 97-98

Third International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS), 2

Time for professional development,
providing, 100-101

Timing of assessment, 40
Traditional tests and quizzes, 19

using differently, 62-64

U

Understanding
defining, 36, 85
identifying, 84-86

V

Validity concerns, 55-58
applying to classroom teaching, 71
in classroom terms, 57-58
in summative assessments, 69-71

Variety in assessment, 30, 34-35
Vignettes of classrooms, 5, 26-30, 43-47, 89-

95
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